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Plan Your Computer Installation
For Maximum Advantage
by T. V. LEARSON
Vice President in Charge of Sales, International Business Machines, New York, N. Y.

The author, with wide experience in the field, attempts to clear
away some of the misconceptions prevalent in the field of applying
electronic equipment to processing accounting information. His
ohtervationt should prove of value to those considering the applications of this equipment and to those searching for background in
this area.

HE RE HAS BE E N

a feeling that a great dearth of systems knowledge existed

in the application of the radically new concepts embodied in the electronic
equipment of the scientific computer, particularly when applied to accounting
and office recordkeeping problems. This feeling has seemed to suggest caution.
Perhaps, a partial comparison of punched card equipment with data processing
equipment, will indicate the extent to which this attitude is, or is not, justified.
Punched card equipment adds, subtracts, multiplies, and divides under the
control of predetermined logic built into the machine. External control is enabled by variations in the wiring of control panels. Recently, the logic permaanently built into the machine has been supplemented by limited program steps
made accessible to the user through control panel wiring. Electronic machines
of today differ from electronic accounting machines embodied in punch card
equipment in that the logic controlling the manipulation of the data through
the machine systems is not built into the machine in a fixed manner, but, rather,
the logic (machine instruction) is created by the user, fed into the machine,
and stored in the machine's memory. This logic, consisting of combinations of
approximately 35 basic machine instructions, permits manipulation of data
within the system in accordance with the sequence of instructions stored within
the machine's memory.
J U L Y , 19 56
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It is this very ability of data processing machines — requiring the user to
develop his own machine instructions or program —which presents the basic
problem to the user. Whereas, in the past, the punched card machine did this
work in a fixed and limited manner, today the methods man assumes the assignment, seeking more far - reaching results. A completely new profession has been
created in our society by this concept, a profession which requires the disciplined
mind of the mathematician, the keen perception of the problem analyst, and the
common sense which grows from the broad understanding of business methods
work. The success of this new, powerful office tool —the electronic data processing machine —is largely dependent upon the development of this new profession.
That is why we need to think accurately about the new equipment. Drawing
from experience with present installations and from preparatory work on future
installations, I will offer observations in the following paragraphs which run
contrary to many published recommendations.
Don't Convert Manual Methods Directly to Electronics
It has been stated by a few that a user should jump from manual methods
directly to electronic data processing equipment. The reasons submitted for this
view are that it would save the cost of the intermediate transition to punched
cards and would gain the potential savings of electronics immediately.
Experience has shown that this is erroneous thinking. On the contrary, many
users made the transition to punched cards first and found that their total contemplated savings were largely achieved in this first step. Perhaps more significant than this is the fact that the disciplines and rigors enforced by punched
card procedures flush out the weaknesses of basic records and routines. Without
this conditioning, a transition from manual methods to high speed electronic
data processing machines can be catastrophic.
Do Not Transfer Tabulating Procedures Without Revision
Some people in the field have suggested that the transition to electronic data
processing machines can be made quickly by transferring established punched
card procedures in an "as is" state. Another way of expressing this same thought
is: transfer your "bread and butter" application to the new data processing
machines so that they can carry the load, and then develop new and more
comprehensive procedures. Experience again is proving that such a plan is very
costly. Making "Chinese copies" of present punched card procedures represents
a misapplication of the new equipment. To begin with, you spend a great deal of
1312
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money to program what is merely the old procedures; secondly, the program is
generally inefficient, inasmuch as it follows a procedure for a different type of
machine; thirdly, you almost always fail to utilize the superior capacity and decision- making ability of the new machine. Even after you have done all this,
you must re- program the application to gain the benefits of the speeds and capacities of the data processing equipment, which doubles programming cost
and prolongs the time before you may efficiently and economically use the new
equipment.
I can remember very well the discussion that was held on a punched card
payroll procedure at the first N. A. C. A. meeting I attended. The highlight of
the speaker's plan was the posting of a weekly earnings record on an accounting
machine. He described with great pride how a visible earnings record for each
employee could be manually inserted into the machine and automatically posted.
In the question period which followed, he was challenged by many for presenting a costly procedure. On the other hand, the procedure was greeted by punched
card enthusiasts as a good answer to the preparation of a visible earnings record,
the accepted practice at that time. In retrospect, we know the procedure was
too costly and that the error was in endeavoring to parallel manual methods
with punched card equipment. The inherent features of punched card equipment permit carrying forward earnings to date on a weekly summary card. If
desired, these weekly summary cards can be readily listed on a quarterly basis for
a historical ledger record. That experience illustrates a major lesson. just as
punched card machines, fifteen to twenty years ago, were frequently more costly
than manual methods because of their misapplication, so today many data
processing machines applications may prove to be more costly than the punched
card equipment if new procedures are not designed to use the ability of the new
equipment.
Let us take a look at two examples of an electronic machine with a magnetic
drum incorrectly used by paralleling present methods. In the first instance, the
machine was programmed for a payroll application, going from source records
to net pay. Nine hundred and fifty program steps were required. In addition,
distribution of labor cost to some 300 cost accounts was planned as a second
run on the machine and required 250 program steps. Another look was taken
at the job. It was found that both the payroll and labor distribution could be
incorporated in one set of program instructions and the entire job accomplished
in one run on the machine.
In another example, the program was to extend quantity times unit price to
develop sales amount, and then a sales distribution was made by major class of
product and sales territory. This entire program utilized less than 50 per cent
J U L Y , 19 56
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of the capacity of the magnetic drum. Prior to electronic processing, all orders
received were processed manually to assign proper unit price codes to the individual products ordered. These product price codes could easily have been placed
on the surface of the drum and then, by a table look -up operation by product
code, the assignment of the proper unit price could have been a completely automatic operation. The mechanization of this one manual step would have justified
nearly 50 per cent of the rental of the machine and speeded processing of orders
by several hours each day.
Have Experienced Methods Men Review Programs
Processing time on electronic equipment frequently exceeds preliminary estimates by factors as high as two to three. The reason for this adverse result is
that sufficient recognition has not been given to the fact that processing time of
these new systems is directly controlled by the programs stored in memory. Remember, the logic —the sequential steps the machine will take —is not predetermined by the machine but by the operational steps stored in machine memory
by the user. Programming is a new art (not a science). The methods man now
has the assignment of the thinking for the machine. He supplies the data processing machine with its brain. His job today is tremendously more difficult than
it was. Not only must he be an expert on source documents, basic accounting
routines, and the interrelationship of all accounting, statistical, and management
reports, but he also must be a machine logician to program the equipment at
hand in the best possible manner. At this point it requires a real creative talent
to achieve the great potential of data processing machines.
Single Team Should Handle All Conversion Steps
It has been felt by many that the preparation for data processing machines
could be easily sub - divided into two distinct jobs, the block diagram or methods
job and the machine programming or coding job. These two jobs frequently
have been assigned to two distinct teams. Experience indicates this practice
to be dangerous. The methods analyst should be capable of the complete programming task, from flow chart to machine code. The ultimate test of the validity of the flow chart is the effectiveness of the machine program. Conversely,
it follows that to attain optimum programming may require a change in the
existing procedure. These two objectives, valid flow charts and optimum programming, can be achieved only if compromises are made both ways. It is obvious, therefore, that not until these dual abilities are developed by a methods
1314
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staff will truly significant data processing procedures be developed. In the absence of such people, a team of methods men and programmers, working side
by side, is the best compromise.
Rare Exceptions Should Not Be Handled Electronically
There has been a widely held opinion that the logical abilities of data processing equipment facilitate the handling of all entries in an application. Here again,
experience has proven that the "exceptional exceptions" frequently are handled
better outside of the machine program. Why have a machine go through fifty
to a hundred program steps to test each entry for conditions which exist for only
one per cent of the entries? Time estimates for machine processing frequently
have been in error for this cause. Once again, the sound judgment of the experienced methods man is needed to estimate the frequency of the exceptions and
to analyze the branches in a proposed program to determine whether or not the
benefit gained justifies the time and cost required.
Computer Staff Selection Requires Care
The selection and assignment of personnel for a data processing staff is the
real key to success. The importance of systems analysis and programming must
be sold; first, to management which must be convinced that the future impact
of data processing justifies the assignment of top people to direct this effort
and secondly, to the talented people, who must be convinced of the excellent
opportunities in this challenging and expanding field. The users of data processing machines must organize proper staffs, even if it means hiring new personnel, because a superior staff is essential to develop the new techniques which will
save money. The plan which many insurance companies use in the training of
their professional actuaries (whereby the student actuary is assigned to a punched
card installation as part of his training) could well be followed by all future
users of data processing equipment in the training of their aspirant professional
staffs.
The selection of personnel should be based on aptitude rather than past performance. Some tests have been developed by equipment manufacturers and
educational bodies which, it is hoped, will improve the quality of personnel selected and reduce the ratio of failures. Personal interviews are important. Look
for logical minds and interest and ability in problem solving. Frequently, experienced methods managers have failed in this area because of their inability to
"return to the trenches" and learn "new tricks."
J U L Y , 1956
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Electronics Is in Everyone's Future
The considerations given above suggest that a position of caution with respect to electronic equipment is not without justification but that, if errors are
avoided, there is no reason for not going ahead with installations. Remember
that the new data processing machines introduced into the American office a new
requirement. Whereas, until now, office equipment had its logic built into the
machine in a fixed and permanent manner, today's new data processing machines
must be supplied with this logic by the programmer —by you, the user. They
offer extreme flexibility and, consequently, tremendous advantages but only after
the user has developed the skills and acquired the experiences necessary to exploit these advantages.
I have always maintained that funds expended for electronic equipment
were self- insured. Let's examine the factors which favor office mechanization.
I.
t.
3.
4.

Cost of personnel is up.
Cost of fringe benefits is up.
Cost of purchases is up.
Cost of taxes is up.

S. Depreciation charges are inadequate today.
6. Cost of research is up.
7. Cost of money is up.

This is why people mechanize and this is why the future success of data
processing equipment is certain. The six observations which have formed the
substance of this paper will, if followed, bring that future much closer to the
present.
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Choose the Computer the Company Needs
by MONROE M. KOONTZ
Assistant Manager, Works Accounting Procedures and Services, Indiana
Harbor Works, Inland Steel Co., East Chicago, Indiana

Steering away from establishing an entire new system and from computer units the capacity of which might not be readily usable, the
management of the steel plant which supplies the material for this
article sought —and found —the computer which would increase the
effectiveness of its then current accounting equipment installation in
terms of known applications. In doing so, the company avoided "t ying its hands" and looks forward to applying the same approach
when increased capacity is desired.

advanced computer at our plant was based
T upon evolutionary principles. anAccording
to those principles, as we interHE APP ROA CH TO IN STA LLI NG

preted them, it was required that we have both working knowledge of and
capacity for utilization of such equipment well enough developed within the
organization to make the installation pay its way reasonably soon. This amounts
to more than simply knowing the availability of equipment. This evolutionary
concept simplified our approach considerably. It meant that, right from the
beginning, we could refuse to consider equipment requiring what appeared to
be excessively high cost rentals and building alterations.
Our investigation of equipment, thus limited to something less than a Univac
or 7 0 0 series I.B.M. unit, started out from the I.B.M. 602 A's already installed
and looked up the line toward the next - higher priced unit which would adapt
well into the existing setup. The things this unit would have to do as a minimum were as follows:
I. Use cards as primary input - output me.
dium or have low- priced auxiliaries to
convert data to and from cards.
2. Be capable of absorbing incentive payroll calculations to remove the last significant barrier to fully mechanized payroll processing.
3. Be installable in existing space, with

minor building and air conditioning
alterations.
4. Provide capacity for a substantial increase in computer applications which,
when applied to the full capacity of
such a unit, would advance us to the
threshold of another installation at a
moderately increased cost but having
relatively large potential capacity.

Equipment We Considered —and Our Selection
As early as the spring of 1953, the feasibility of handling our incentive structure on the I.B.M. card programmed calculator was considered. The decision
in this case was an easy one to make for, after reviewing the incentive plan for
an electrolytic tinning line, it was realized that the machine was not quite capable
of handling such a job economically. This review was useful, however, because
J U L Y , 1956
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it gave us an idea about how high in cost we wanted to go. The equipment
rented for approximately $1,800 monthly. If mechanization of incentives calculations could be even approached for that figure, something under five or six
thousand dollars per month seemed reasonable for more comprehensive use.
Meanwhile, evaluation continued on various machines. The C. R. C. 102 -A,
and C. E. C. 36 -101, the "Electrodata," and the "ALWAC' general computer
systems, all of which were in the indicated size range, were not, according to
available information, fully compatible with card processing at that time, being
limited to perforated paper tape or typewriter input or both. (Most of these
units are now compatible.) Other known systems were, for the most part,
small electronicized adaptations of desk calculators or special purpose equipment,
which had to be discarded at a glance.
At the time the I. B. M. 650 was announced, it appeared to meet our concepts
for capacity, cost, and flexibility but, when we asked the manufacturer whether
it would handle a steel mill incentive structure, the answer was indefinite. None
of the various representatives we talked to would definitely say, "Yes" and, at
that time, little seemed to be known on the point, except that no steel company
had ordered one. At about the same time, representatives of another company
advised that they were developing a competitive unit. We set up a conference
with them to determine exactly what they were offering, only to encounter a
selling effort for a large system. We decided right there to undertake the work
necessary to decide whether an I. B. M. 650 would handle steel mill incentives.
The order was placed in June 1954. At the time of placing the order, we
assured ourselves that the machine either would be proved capable of handling
our incentive structure within the waiting period before delivery or the order
could be cancelled. The order was placed before the justification. Nevertheless,
the waiting period of 24 months stipulated that summer seemed long enough to
develop the necessary proof.
The justification, itself, took us about three times as many hours as anticipated,
because programming turned out to be a considerably rougher thing than we had
foreseen. On the other hand the indicated benefits, once the statistical sample
had been programmed, were much better than our expectations. The theoretical
time required of the machine to handle daily incentives turned out to be approximately one -half hour per day whereas, before the work started, our feelings
were that, if we could get anything under four hours, we would be doing well.
Forming the "Reception" Committee
The next question following the favorable findings of the justification, was
how to get into the preparation for installation. A search was conducted for per 1318
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sonnel who could function more or less actively in setting it up. A committee was
formed in January 1955 of persons in works accounting, industrial engineering,
general office accounting and the training departments, to undertake the necessary
development work. The function of the committee was stated in a general
works bulletin as follows:

will

will

be concerned with the application and use of a Type 650 I.B.M.
"The committee
Electronic computer as an aid to management in solving complex operational probbe to develop methods and programs whereby
lems. Their initial assignment
payroll and incentive calculations may be performed on the computer, which is
scheduled for delivery within the next ten months."
Another of the earlier activities of the committee was expanding the number
of individuals trained in programming. About a dozen or more people from
various departments were given programming instructions under committee
auspices in conjunction with representatives of the manufacturer.
A Fast Single- Address Computer
We received the computer in November 1955. Although we possibly might
have taken delivery of the machine a month or two earlier, we postponed
acceptance until the middle of November because, by doing so, we were able
to get a unit which can be connected right in our present equipment installation
with high speed magnetic tape units. No doubt you have heard about the
machine itself. Its speed is great compared with anything we have used so far.
On the other hand, we know that it is only 10 per cent as fast as a so- called
giant brain on many ordinary commercial applications and is relatively even far
slower on others. However, it is still fast enough to exceed most of our requirements for some time to come, because it can perform an addition in five thousandths of a second. We know that it can perform about 120 operations per card
without reduction of output. We will begin to worry about speed when the equipment begins to show over -load on peak operations. The machine will store
twenty thousands digits of information, including programs.
Programming for the I. B. M. 650 is rather complex as such, because it uses
a single address system. In general terms this means that four or five operations
may have to be programmed to load an item of data from one location, operate
on it in a specific arithmetic sequence, and store the result ready for punching. In
a multiple address system, one instruction, in some instances, may accomplish
these several steps. However, we have not seen a multiple- address system costing
as little as the I. B. M. 650, which is also as flexible. Another computer which,
for a minimum unit, rents only about 20 per cent above ours, has a multiple
address system but a limited number of program steps. Because of this limitaJ U L Y , 1956
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tion, the numerous program constants needed to process our incentive structure
would require insertion and removal of plug boards which would interfere with
the operation of the machine, and render its application uneconomical for incentives. Therefore, the simpler operation and the lower rental of the present
installation are felt to warrant the greater programming effort required.
Like all advanced computers, the machine has a console which enables the
operator to test new programs, monitor results, insert new instructions manually
or analyze causes of error. At any given point in the program being processed,
display lights may inform the operator of the data in a given location, of the
related instructions which the machine is following in regard to the data, and
of such other things as whether the data is plus or minus and whether an error
exists in the arithmetic or the data. The console also may be used to start a
program in operation (although it is preferable to instruct the machine internally
in the program itself), to check out the completion of one job, and to go on
to the next one automatically.
The control panel (plug 'board) is similar in appearance to the control panel
used for the I. B. M. 101 electronic statistical machine. Although this panel is
used basically for the flexibility of input and output, the way it is wired has a
great effect on programming and, therefore, must be planned in conjunction with
the programming work for maximum effectiveness. The control panel and its
wiring are the avenue through which punched holes are converted into usable
internal machine data and translated back into punched holes via the output
wiring.
How It Fits in with Other Equipment
Because the computer is not an integrated "giant brain," its functions are
looked upon at this time as adjunctive to the other machine functions. The
other machines are the key punch and verifying equipment, sorters, collators
and printers. As office machines have developed to date, this is not a disadvantage. We know, for example, that inexpensive card sorting equipment is
about the most efficient means for classification of data, especially when large
volumes of information are being processed. Thus, it has not yet become practicable to consider that the larger equipment can completely supersede economically much less impressive types of equipment, and it follows that existing types
of present equipment will continue in use for some time, even in the "giant
brain" installations.
The only equipment which we can eliminate completely at once is the I. B. M.
101 electronic statistical machine mentioned which rents for about $500 a month
including taxes. We do know, that, on some jobs, considerable reduction in
1320
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tabulating loads will occur but we are not yet certain that we can eliminate one
of our four tabulating machines. We had hoped to be able to dispense with
the I. B. M. 604 computer but this, too, will not be immediately possible, because
contemplated clock card methods will require a machine capable of punching in
the same card from which calculation factors have been extracted. But future
elimination of the need for manually processing the clock card in the field will
enable us to effect the elimination.
The new computer will have substantial effects on what is done with other
equipment in specific application. Revised attendance recording methods will
turn the former key punching of hourly data into gang punching operations.
It is interesting to observe, in this regard, that although the I. B. M. 650 does
not touch this process, it is indirectly the main factor underlying the changes
needed, to make it practicable for this job.

Tasks Which We May Program for the Computer
I have already described some of the payroll work which will be applied to the
equipment. Gross pay (soon to include part of the incentives), gross to net calculations (now in operation), distribution by account and occupation (now in
operation), and the analysis of absenteeism and low crew productivity are all
definitely feasible, beyond traditional payroll applications. Many other accounting applications, such as the fastest departmental cost distribution we have ever
made for the monthly closing and even a substantial amount of cost analysis
work can be programmed. Mill scheduling and inventories applications are also
feasible. A number of statistical applications are also possible. Our personnel
statistics can be refined and sharpened into quick correlations between group
characteristics and productivity. Validation of personnel tests through statistical
methods and many of the statistical techniques employed in the moderately complex portions of the operations research area are likewise feasible applications.
We will also be able to broaden and diversify scientific calculations such as
product stress and strain characteristics, which we presently perform for the
laboratory on the I. B. M. 604 computer. Now we can take these only so far
and a research man must handle the evaluation. But on the I. B. M. 650, the
portion which the research man must do today will be incorporated into the computer program. Still another indicated potential is in a specific area of operations research done manually at great cost today —the frequent calculations needed
for blast furnace burdens and open hearth practice studies. We are planning
an installation to serve all areas of the Indiana Harbor Works —not just accounting.
JULY, 1956
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We Have Kept in Position to Do Practical Planning

will

up

Our continuing planning again follows the evolutionary principles upon which
the I. B. M. 650 justification was made. As the need for more capacity approaches, getting it by the installation of tape units is going to be a simple
procedure. It is quite probable that a plant the size of the Harbor Works
will require a giant brain some day in the future and, as we progress toward
machine loads which will justify large equipment, we will get it. Carefully integrated planning will justify such equipment, just as it has the present
one, but the IBM 705 and the Univac are subject to rapid obsolescence (in our
opinion) and we do not anticipate anything like $30,000 a month rent for equivalent machine capacity after the competitors in this field have worked on the
technical ends and each other long enough to out -mode units on the market
today. In this process, the I. B. M. 650 which we now have likewise will become out - moded, but we have had three different computers in the machine
room now within a two -year period and do not have a fear of changing them
again when it is economical and feasible to do so.
It is important that we recognize that although our present computer is a
complex electronic system within itself, it can at best be merely a part of our far
more complex business or accounting systems. Many changes in the current handling of data from the source to the input hopper of the read punch unit must
be made to fully develop economical procedures. This is part of the job of each
supervisor and the systems and procedures personnel. Their contributions to the
program will become more significant as we progress. A number of proven
programs are now being performed. However, the full utilization of the equipment and the attainment of the goals originally set
require many months
of continued efforts. According to the grand -scale theory, we have approached
the computer application backwards. However, we are also training an organization and will, therefore, reap benefits sooner than if we had kept the program
in an ivory tower for five or ten years.
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Centralized Data Processing
For Decentralized Management
by WALTER M. HARRIS
Manager, Systems and Procedures Department,
A. O. Smith Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

There will be a data processing service unit of considerable size to
serve a number of accounting departments in the case described by
this author. He is concerned with the changes in routines and departmental relationships which this situation will demand and with
pointing up, through description of the processing of piece -work time tickets, some perhaps unnoted differences in the source data and products of electronic processing, as compared with manual or punch card
processing.

OR A B O U T O N E A N D O N E H A L E Y E A R S

we have been studying and preparing

F applications for an electronic data processing system. This article reflects plan-

processing

ning in advance of receiving our equipment.
Our concept of the use of the electronic data processing system is that it
should be a large -scale system serving all of the functions of the company having
data processing or computational problems, i.e., a single system to service the
accounting, production control, engineering and other functions. On the other
hand, we do not want the use of a centralized electronic data processing
system to conflict with our philosophy of decentralization of management, nor
do we think it will. In this connection, there is a definite distinction between
and data analysis. It is in the processing of large volumes of
data
basic data that the computer system will be operating. In using the reports
issued by the electronic data processing center, there presumably will always
be personnel performing analytical work for each division using whatever diverse analytical methods they individually think best. In short, the data processing can be, to a considerable degree, standardized for the different units.
Data analysis need not be.
Our company is a diversified manufacturing organization employing about
1 4 , 0 0 0 people. About 9,000 of these are in our Milwaukee plant where we have
eight accounting departments, each with a full set of books, serving one or
more product or service divisions. These product divisions have considerable
latitude in their operations. We also have an accounting department performing
similar functions at each of our divisions at other locations. There is now a
central tabulating department serving the Milwaukee accounting departments.
JULY, 1956
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The general offices of the corporation also are located in Milwaukee and here
the financial reports from all of the divisions, both inside and outside Milwaukee,
are consolidated. Our accounting problems are quite varied as we have both
standard and actual cost accounting, both process and job order accounting,
and both piecework and hourly rates.
Character of Electronic Accounting Routines and Results
An example of what we contemplate achieving will be found in the processing of piecework time tickets. One of the largest basic applications for electronic equipment, in our company as in most industrial companies, is that of
wage computation, labor distribution and payroll preparation. All our employees
in piecework departments are paid from daily time tickets, with some additional pay elements coming from the weekly attendance card. The daily time
tickets from all of our Milwaukee divisions, which have heretofore been processed separately by division, will be combined and processed in the same
electronic data processing application. The main routine will contain subroutines for the exception processing required for the separate divisions. The
routing book information, including piecework pay rates, inventory standard
costs rates and other information, will be contained on magnetic tape with the
information in part number order. The time ticket will be converted to tape
and then priced against the routing book tape. The output from this application
is a tape of earnings information which is sorted to obtain a printed daily earnings report which is audited and made available to the employee and a labor
distribution tape which is sorted by account and sent to the division daily.
The routing book tape, which is a list of all of the standard data relating
to each operation for each standard part manufactured, is a good example of
how common reference information can be maintained in the electronic data
processing center for use in a variety of applications, thereby relating each
application to the others. We use the routing book tape for rating incentive time
tickets, pricing scrap tickets and material requisitions, as a device for storing
statistical information on scrap material, and for certain production control and
manpower requirements information.
The diagram included here as Exhibit 1 indicates the general data flow for
all of the basic accounting applications. The system is skeletonized considerably as it is shown in the exhibit. At the far left are shown the documents
coming into the electronic data processing center from the various accounting
departments. All of the time tickets, for example, are put in the electronic
data processing system and, from this we obtain summary printed reports.
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EXHIBIT 1

These reports are divided among the accounting departments and sent to
the appropriate departments along with the source documents. These basic
applications are to be processed either daily or weekly as required.
In operation, there are frequently several summary reports, checks, etc.,
from a single application. In the basic electronic data processing pass, (generally considered to be a particular group of operations or instructions performed
in sequence from one machine set -up, usually without human intervention) a
summary tape is ordinarily produced which is retained in the electronic data
processing center to furnish month -to -date information for the next day and also
for later summary reports. Periodically, we will take the summary information
from each basic application which has been retained on tape and process it to
obtain the budget reports and, in separate passes, the financial reports. It can
be seen that the rapid preparation of consolidated reports for the several
product divisions located in Milwaukee and, at a later date, also for the divisions
outside of Milwaukee, and the availability of other accounting data for comparison purposes will be of considerable value to the company.
It is interesting to note a difference between this processing and that which
is now required on tabulating equipment. Payroll will serve again for example.
On tabulating equipment, it is necessary to separate our time tickets by type,
inasmuch as each requires different processing. Several different labor distribuJ U L Y , 1956
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tion reports are then prepared for the different types of tickets processed. With
stored program equipment, we will be able to process all types of tickets in a
single pass and prepare a single report of time tickets daily. This one report
will be divided into sections and sent to the separate accounting departments.
We find that we will generally have fewer intermediate reports than we
now have. This is because the electronic data processing equipment is a more
powerful tool than was previously available, and we can follow the processing
to natural conclusions rather than stopping at intermediate points because
of the limitations of the equipment. We are preparing the program for each
basic application in such a manner that it will allow us to process similar
source documents for all of the separate accounting departments at the same
time. Sometimes, this will require the addition of a sub - routine or the generalization of the standard routine. Other times, it will be possible for an accounting department to change its methods to fit the standard routine. It
always means putting a divisional indication in the account number to distinguish the accounts of one division from those of another.
Requirements of Electronic Data Processing Accounting
To obtain the maximum benefits of the high speed computer, it is desirable
to process as much data as possible in a uniform manner. Scrap tickets for all
of the divisions, for example, should be processed with the same program of
instructions. This reduces the time spent in developing the program and reduces
the number of setups required when the job is run. However, uniformity
should not be forced upon the different accounting departments when it would
work to their disadvantage. The uniformity which we seek is mostly in document preparation and in work assignment as between the computer center and
the related clerical areas. It will not be desirable to allow even minor deviations from the prescribed use of general ledger accounts. These things are,
for the most part, the details of accounting and they can and should be uniform.
We should not try to force uniformity in major points of difference, as when
it comes to choice between standard and actual costs or job and process costs.
Volume, viewed as a requirement for our electronic data processing application, is closely linked to uniformity, for it is partly through uniformity that the
required volume for each application may be obtained. We find that we sometimes develop an application for an accounting function in which the volume
apparently does not warrant the use of a computer as against manual or punched
card methods. However, the availability of the information in the computer
center may be very desirable for use in a subsequent application.
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Source document accuracy is at a premium in electronic data processing, inasmuch as we do not have available as many points of human intervention at
which corrections can be made as in manual and tabulating systems and because
the review of source information will generally be less than under the tabulating
and clerical systems now employed. A little reflection will indicate that this is
so largely because the review of data is frequently a by- product of steps involved in manual processing and computation.
There is also a premium on completeness of the source document at an early
point. Under tabulating and clerical systems, it is frequently the practice to
have the source document partly completed, and then to perform clerical computations which involve adding more basic information, with further processing
to follow. This is not a difficulty under manual systems, because people are
performing the data computations and it is possible for them to add source information at intermediate points in processing. This is not desirable electronic
data processing accounting, however, because we want to perform the total
processing for the document in one sequence if possible. It is, therefore, required that we have all of the basic information on the source document when
we enter it in the electronic data processing system.
The requirement for completeness of the source document relates to another
situation which exists in many accounting departments, i.e., the interspersing
of operations requiring judgment with those not requiring judgment. This
is to be avoided in electronic data processing, because it limits the amount
of processing which can be performed on one pass or, stated another way, it
increases the number of times the information in the electronic data processing
system must be read out, reviewed, and re- entered.
The nature of electronic data processing also place emphasis on a precise
statement of the rules to be applied in any procedure. For example, there is
the problem of over or under remittances of minor amounts in the accounts
receivable operation. In a manual operation, the clerk can make up her mind
in each instance whether the difference is one which the company will write
off or if she should correspond with the customer. In an electronic data processing operation, the rules must be very clearly stated by the accountant before
the program can be developed. We find many cases in which we need a clearer
statement of the rules to be applied than has been given us. Of course, a clear
statement of easily applied rules is desirable under any accounting system, but
it seems that it has special importance in electronic data processing accounting.
There is still another requirement. Frequently questions arise which concern the boundaries of an application which is programmed to electronic equipment. I am thinking particularly of small operations which often become
JULY, 1956
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attached to and appear as a part of a larger one in accounting routines. For
example, in some companies, the posting of general and expense ledgers is
combined and in others it is not. A similar situation prevails in the costing
of regular and special -type sales. There are many such examples. These
combinations of large and small applications may be extremely logical. It
may even seem that the applications mutt be combined in that particular manner.
On the other hand, in some cases, the reasons for attaching a small application
to a larger application are not so clear. In considering combining applications,
under electronic routines, the following factors must be taken into account:
I. Is the same input data used for both
the large and small job? For example,
it may be desirable to include the sales
and use tax report in the accounts receivable application largely because the
basic information for both of them
comes from the customer invoice.
2. Do we have satisfactory input and out-

put devices available for the additional
operations?
3. Is the processing for the small job similar to that of the large job? For example, most of the routines in the fixed
asset program can be used to process
the amortization of tools, so it seems
advantageous to combine these applications.

The Electronic Data Processing Center and the
Accounting Departments
Inasmuch as the processing of large volumes of data will be transferred
from the accounting departments to the electronic data processing center, a
different relationship between these departments will be required than exists
between the tabulating department and the accounting departments. In the
past, the accounting departments have had a considerable amount of latitude
in determining their systems and have differed from each other. This was true
largely because the documents for each accounting department were processed
separately and it was fairly easy to individualize the systems. Under electronic
data processing accounting, with the documents from several accounting departments processed in one group, it will not be quite so easy to give the
accounting departments individual treatment and it will be more necessary
to enforce schedules. So, although the electronic data processing center will be
a service department to the various accounting departments, they will not be
able (except to a limited degree) to direct its activities. However, this will not
detract from the status of the accountant who, because of his new freedom
from much of the routine of accounting, will spend more time on the management aspects of his job and will develop more tasks for the electronic data
processing center to perform.
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Devising A Forward- Looking
Tabulating Installation
by EDWARD C. ZAJAC
Assistant to the Controller, Mountain Fuel Supply Co., Salt Lake City, Utah

Only a punched card tabulating installation is definitely planned in
the case offered here but the over -all viewpoint taken prescribes well considered layout and completely indexed procedures so that expansion of the installation, whether it be "in kind" or through addition
or substitution of still more advanced equipment will be readily
achieved whenever the proper time comes.

a fast growing, completely integrated
natural gas company nestled in the Intermountain West, is engaged in the
production, transmission, and distribution of vital natural gas. To cope with
its rapid expansion, plans have been laid for the construction of a modern attractive headquarters building in Salt Lake City. Together with other modernization and streamlining changes, the company is embarking on a mechanization
program to assist in the processing of accounting and related clerical workloads.
To satisfactorily establish an adequate punched -card tabulating installation,
groundwork has been laid for the tabulating office layout, method of procedure
preparation, establishment of standard machine workloads, and the gauging of
work and machine performance. How this has been pre - planned is the subject
of this article.

M

OUNTAIN FUEL SUPPLY COMPANY,

Planned Layout — Efficient and Flexible
The Tabulating Office Layout (Exhibit 1) has been designed to give complete flexibility in machine placement, efficiency in operating practice and, at the
same time, provide for eventual expansion. Note the following pertinent points
which have been planned and which are indicated on Exhibit 1 :
I. Area for future expansion temporarily
segregated for present use by functions
earmarked for elimination through eventual punched -card mechanization.
2. Storage room made readily accessible to
both machine room and key punch
room.
3. Key -punch room and supervisor's office
located near major entrance to allow for
J U L Y , 1956

receipt of source documents and trans action of business without impeding
machine room operation.
4. Sub -floor electrical channel is placed at
four -foot intervals to give flexibility in
machine and office equipment place ment, without need for having wiring or
electric cables exposed.
5. Provision for two ideally placed doors,
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EXHIBIT 1
one large enough t o s uit abl y pr ovi de for
movement of equipment to and from
tabulating room.
6. Use of bot h expendabl e and clear glasstop walls to provide ease in changing
layout and offering private and pleasant
working areas, respectively.
7. Circular arrangement of equipment in
machine room providing for recommended machine spac ing and yet bring-

ing the machines into desirable proximity for efficient operation.
8. Interpreter unit loc ated midway between
machine room and key -punch room, so as
to provide for alternate operation by
personnel from either area.
9. Adequate wall space available for placing of paper racks adjacent t o the accounting machine and card files near
other units of equpiment.

It is intended that a small complement of basic machines, including card keypunches, card key- verifiers, card interpreter, sorters, collator, summary and gang
punch, calculator punch, and accounting machine printer, will be employed.
Plans are developed for the future use of tape equipment, electronic calculators,
and additional units of basic machines as new functions are placed on a mechanized basis.

How Tabulating Procedures and Standards Are Being Established
The company is cognizant of the value of good housekeeping and the proper
organization of records. Therefore, provision is made for the establishment of a
1330
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loose -leaf procedure binder. This binder will contain tabulating machine flow
charts of each and every job installed on mechanized procedure. As a complement to the flow charts (Exhibit 2), a sample of each card form and wiring
diagram are to be included in the procedure binder in order that card columns,
card fields, and panel boards involved in each operation can be recognized at a
glance. These charts are to be indexed by application, chart, and operation and,
together with related card form samples and wiring diagrams, will serve as appropriate job instructions for both present and new employees to follow in
processing of day -to -day assignments.
Just as budgets and standard costs are employed to establish and measure
production factors in industry today, so is it comprehended that the operation
and output of this tabulating installation must be controlled. To accomplish
this desired end, machine - load -time factors (expressed in hour decimals) are to

MACHINE LOAD STANDARDS (EXPRESSED IN HOURS)
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be established to encompass each and every machine operation included on the
flow charts. These machine Load Standards are illustrated by Exhibit 3. They
are compiled in the same sequence as the operations appear on the flow charts.
Application, chart, and operation numbers are used in order that speedy reference
from chart to table of standard times can be made, and vice versa. It will be
noted that the table is designed to contain a brief operational description, number
of processings, normal card volumes, time standard, machine used, grouped as

SUMMARY OF TABULATING MACHINE LOAD TIME STANDARDS
(Expressed in Hours Per Month)
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to frequency of operation, i.e., daily, weekly, bi- weekly, monthly, quarterly, etc.
The standards are based on recognized manufacturers' specification of actual
on- the - machine operation adjusted by a built -in handling allowance factor. We
point out that, although standards are based on normal card volumes, they can
be readily factored to fit any volume deviations. The standards are to be summarized as in Exhibit 4 to give an overall picture of the time taken by tabulating
activity for principal jobs and the machine utilization obtained. Both the detailed standards and the summary are to be an integral part of the procedure
binder which, together with flow charts, card forms, and wiring diagrams, forms
an ever more valuable document offering the following uses over and above that
of being constantly employed as a basis of job instruction:
I. Catalogue of mechanized clerical coverage.
2. Guide in preparing tabulating work
schedules.

3. Determination of future machine requirements.
4. Medium for study and review of present
practices with view to accomplishing
further streamlining of techniques.

The procedure binder is to be maintained on a current basis to provide for all
procedural revisions involving additions, changes, and /or deletions. This can be
expeditiously accomplished because of the loose -leaf style of binder to be employed.

Providing Means of Controlling Equipment Performance
With the development of standards, it is possible to establish just how efficiently machines are utilized. To attain this goal, it is planned to put a Daily
Machine Performance Card (Exhibit 5) on each machine daily. As each job
is performed on a machine, the operator will insert job, chart, and operation
number, card volume, time started, time stopped, and reason for idle time, if
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any. The head key -punch operator will extend, post and foot actual and idle
time and calculate uitilization and performance factors. These three factors are
to be obtained in the following manner:
I. Machine usage is derived by dividing
total daily work hours by actual machine
time, revealing per cent of machine
usage. Reason for idle time gives desired analysis of unused machine time.
2. Work performance is found by dividing

standard time by actual machine time,
revealing efficiency of job performance.
3. Machine performance is determined by
dividing standard time by total daily
work hours, revealing machine utilization
efficiency.

It is readily apparent that the above data forms a valuable tool for the tabulating supervisor, keeping him up -to -date on his operations and offering him
vital facts concerning all phases of his operation, i.e., workload, performance,
bottlenecks, trouble spots, time availability for additional mechanization, type
of new or improved equipment which is desirable, etc.
An Installation We Can Build On
There has been presented above the general outline of the approach which
Mountain Fuel Supply Company is undertaking to assure that maximum benefits
are attained from launching of a broad clerical process mechanization program.
Starting with a well - planned layout for the equipment and operational quarters,
allowing for future expansion, continuing with essential procedural techiniques,
and concluding with standards to reveal actual work and machine performance,
it is felt that all is in readiness for the future.
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Let's Improve Renegotiation —
Not Lose Its Advantages
by CECIL L. CLARK
Vice President and Treasurer, Sangamo Electric Co., Springfield, Illinois

The author of this article ,tees in improved renegotiation greater hope
for sound application of the principle that excessive profits should
not be realized on defense contracts, than in application of price
re- determination provisions of contracts or re- application of the Vinton- Trammel Act (if renegotiation were ended). He bases this conclusion in large part on current trends in cost accounting viewpoints
and techniques, to which, he suggests, renegotiation may be made to
conform, and on practical aspects of price redetermination,

do something about renegotiation. In some
P quarters, it is suggested thattorenegotiation
be eliminated as having done its
ERHAPS THIS IS THE TIME

work, with contract price redetermination —and profit limitation legislation like
the Vinson - Trammell Act — allowed to substitute. Are the alternatives preferable? Why not consider improvement rather than abandonment in favor of
other schemes for profit limitation? We must not forget that renegotiation is
inclusive in nature, whereas price redetermination recaptures excessive profits on
certain contracts, leaves the contractor "holdi ng the bag" for losses on other
contracts and, as will be contended, does not limit cost to the taxpayer. The same
is true of the Vinson - Trammell Act except that it does permit offsetting of losses
on contracts which are subject to it against profits on other contracts also subject,
but the contractor still has to absorb losses on contracts to which the Act is not
applicable. The case against passing the ball to the Vinson- Trammell Act and
to price redetermination can best be presented by discussion of characteristics of
modern industrial cost accounting systems and discussing also the price redetermination clause as it appears in defense contracts. This approach is taken by
the present article.

Modern Trends Discredit Concept of Profit
or Loss on Each Contract
The Vinson - Trammel Act and price redetermination reflect the assumption
that it is possible for a contractor to determine the cost of performing an in1336
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dividual contract or of producing a particular product, for that matter. If there
is any variety or complexity of product, this is virtually impossible. In recent
years, many industrial managers have recognized this point and have adopted the
direct costing method for pricing products and evaluating the importance of
individual product lines. Under this method of cost accounting, fixed manufacturing overhead is not allocated to individual orders or contracts. The industrial manager quotes prices and appraises the value of particular product
lines on the basis of gross margin, which may be defined as selling price less
the sum of direct labor, direct material, and variable factory expenses. The last named are expenses which vary with the amount of direct labor performed and
can be accurately charged to a contract or products on a direct labor basis. The
figure of merit which the accounts yield with respect to a product is its contribution toward the fixed charges of the organization. Net profit on individual orders
or contracts is never computed.
The direct cost system of cost accounting is a tool to manage the business.
In comparison, Vinson - Trammell job cost accounting is merely a device for making bookkeeping entries of costs incurred on an individual job. Direct costing
started receiving popular acceptance about the time the Renegotiation Act of
1942 became law. It was unheard of in 1934 when the Vinson - Trammell Act
was first enacted. The prediction has been made that, given time, the direct cost
method of cost accounting will become the conventional method of cost accounting and a conventional aid to corporate management. ( "Direct Costing and the
Uses of Cost Data," Dr. R. P. Marple, The Accounting Review, July 1955.) It
is not too much to say that the price redetermination clause and the Vinson Trammell Act are based on cost accounting concepts definitely incompatible with
the trends in modern cost accounting. It is time to bid a permanent farewell to
these two culprits— rather than to renegotiation —with a sense of relief commensurate with the difficulties and hardships they have caused.
Although the job costing methods may still form a practical basis of cost
accounting in certain fields, such as a large construction contract for ships or
airplanes, its application is most impractical for a concern manufacturing a large
variety of commerical products and a variety of perhaps unrelated devices for
the defense effort. Many contractors have started out using job cost accounting
and have gone along fairly well until they began manufacturing different kinds
of equipment requiring the same component parts or assembled components in
varying quantities. Obviously, it was more economical to produce these component parts on one order, instead of separately for each contract. However,
this change in the method of manufacturing has generally forced the contractor
to change from a job cost system of accounting to a standard cost system.
J U L Y , 1956
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This underscores the impracticability of determining net profit for a contract
or product. Under a standard cost system, which facilitates and aligns naturally
with direct costing, a standard is established for each operation on each part.
As the parts are manufactured, the difference between standard labor cost and
actual labor cost (labor variation) is figured on each operation performed. After
a period of time, experience may show that labor variation is running 10 per
cent of standard cost. Therefore, actual cost is 110 per cent of standard cost,
but this is overall experience on (say) six to ten contracts being performed
concurrently. It is practically impossible to compute labor variation on any one
contract because a complicated piece of equipment may have as many as 5,000
different component parts and an average of five operations per part, thus requiring 25,000 operations to complete the finished device. It, therefore, becomes
apparent that under a standard cost system good experience is averaged with bad
experience. It is not the cost of processing specific products. Moreover, although it is easy to price each operation at standard cost for labor and so arrive
at total standard labor cost for a piece of military apparatus, the computation
of the amount of manufacturing overhead to assess against an individual piece
of equipment or an individual contract, is an entirely different story. Even
though variable factory overhead expenses, mentioned before, can be assessed
on the basis of direct labor —not necessarily the cost of specific production —this
is little help. The larger portion of overhead is fixed manufacturing overhead
consisting of salaries of factory engineers, production experts, industrial engineers, cost accountants, manufacturing superintendents, foremen, and other technical services, plus depreciation and other fixed manufacturing expenses, which
cannot be allocated with any degree of accuracy. Experience during World War
II has proven that, in a number of cases, there is a wide difference of opinion
between government accountants and industrial accountants (not in theory but
in practice) on the items of fixed overhead which should be included in the cost
of doing business with the Government.
The industrial accountant is at a definite disadvantage in making valid points
in the attempt to relate costs to particular contracts, because he is aware of the
costs which should be charged to government contracts but which cannot be
supported by figures. Consider a manufacturing concern with eighty per cent
commercial business and twenty per cent government business. Such a concern's
cost accounting and production system is geared to the production of commercial
products. Special procedures and controls have to be established to produce a
contract for military apparatus. All the paper work in connection with accounting and production requires special handling, resulting in factory and administrative overhead cost considerably higher than the same volume of commercial
1338
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sales. Often the production of a contract, especially an original contract for a
device not previously manufactured, can be a headache for technicians. It can
command a disproportionate amount of personal attention of scientists, engineers,
production experts and other expensive talent to make the things work according
to rigid specifications. Further, special handling is also required in the factory.
The quantity of parts required for military apparatus is frequently small, requiring a disproportionate amount of machine setup time by skilled machinists. As a
rule, experienced operators must be chosen to run the special parts generally
requiring closer tolerances. This means that the less experienced operators are
transferred or hired to make standard commercial parts. As a result, the commercial parts are produced at a higher cost due to a higher percentage of rejections and junkage upon inspection.
When these things happen, cost variations from standard are likely to be, to
put it mildly, terriffic. It may become obvious to all that the contract is an unprofitable venture but, on the record of cost assignment, this trouble -maker may
show a profit. This is not realism. It is the philosophy of the standard cost
method and of direct costing —in short, of modern cost accounting —that these
abnormal costs are to be averaged over all products and the amount applicable
to an individual contract cannot be ascertained. It is but further witness to this
to reflect that these costs are undeterminable in amount, cannot be supported
by figures and are, therefore, not allowable by the government auditor.
The Price Redetermination Clause and the Facts Don't Mix
Price redetermination is a contract pricing technique intended to protect the
Government against excessive prices, especially in cases in which the contracting
officer lacks adequate information to determine the reasonableness of the price
quoted by the contractor. In practice, a contract with a price redetermination
clause simply proves to be, in effect, a cost -plus percentage of cost contract with
a maximum price. The maximum price has to be high enough to include cost
of manufacture, starting -off difficulties, and other contingencies generally, i.e.,
a price which will provide adequate protection to the contractor. After a certain
number of units are completed or upon completion of the entire contract, the
costs are reviewed to determine a price for the equipment produced.
Assuming the costs can be computed— although, as we have seen, there is
good reason to doubt it —how does the procurement officer know whether these
costs are high or low? Even if the costs are audited costs, how can the government auditor properly segregate cost of the lost motion normally experienced in
the manufacture of a new device? Obviously, the price is determined on incurred
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costs, minus some estimate for starting load. The result is the higher the cost
the higher the price. Under this type of contract, there is no incentive to control
or reduce costs —only temptation to increase or pad them. How can a cost -plus
percentage -of -cost contract, supposedly prohibited by law, afford any protection
to the Government? If there is inadequate information to establish a fixed price,
how can the contracting officer establish a maximum price which will protect
the government, especially on a complicated new device?
The price redetermination clause assumes that procurement officials are adequate, both in numbers and skill, to perform the pricing function in this way.
In this fast - moving, ever - changing jet age, many pieces of military apparatus
become obsolete before the last unit on the contract is delivered. The military
establishment must have the best "mousetraps" available. Repeat contracts for
the same item are few and far between. Most contracts are for new and improved
apparatus. Under these circumstances, how can a procurement official sitting at
a desk in Washington, become skilled in the determination of reasonable prices
to pay for the extremely intricate and complex implements of modern warfare?
Price redetermination is also out of line with the enterprise viewpoint. Procurement pricing is no new problem. It has been with us for a long time, certainly
since the middle of World War Il, and undoubtedly prompted the institution of
the price redetermination approach. Part of the philosophy of price redetermination is that it protects the contractor as well as the government. However,
industrial management has always been willing to assume risks. Often a contractor will accept a government contract, knowing that he cannot make a profit
but hoping that the loss can be recovered on a subsequent contract. The incompatability of price redetermination with this overall long range profit concept
is obvious.
Improving the Law by Considering Profits of More Than One Year
Although renegotiation presents many problems, it is an overall process and
permits averaging of good experience with bad on renegotiable business. It
requires some allocation of costs — between renegotiable and nonrenegotiable
business —but not to individual contracts. We need to strengthen its practical
features. For instance, it is questionable whether the administrators of the
renegotiation act are permitted under the law to average good experience with
bad experience over a period of years, because renegotiation is conducted on an
annual basis. However, there is a remedy.
Let us suppose that a contractor is performing an outstanding job in the
development and production of a complicated piece of vitally needed military
1340
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apparatus. This accomplishment may be worthy of the maximum profit allowance but, due to manufacturing difficulties normally associated with a complicated
product, the contractor suffers a loss or realizes a very small profit, possibly over
a period of two years. Then, in the third year, as a result of two years of concentrated effort by high- priced personnel, the cost of which could not be properly
allocated to renegotiable business, the contractor makes a profit on renegotiable
business far in excess of an apparently reasonable profit. Under such circumstances, it is only fair that the contractor should not be required to pay a refund
for the third year, provided the percentage of profit on sales for the three -year
period does not exceed the maximum allowance.
It is strongly recommended that provision being written into the law permitting averaging of profits over a period of years. This provision could be patterned
after the loss carry-over provision of the internal revenue code. This change
is the substantial help needed. Although there are numerous other complaints
against renegotiation, it is believed that those worthy of consideration can be
solved by changes in administrative regulations and procedure and need not be
the subject of a change in the law.
For More Practical Application of a Sound Concept
There must be legislation to preclude excessive profits on government contracts. Renegotiation was the device selected at a time when a measure to eliminate war -time profiteering was mandatory. Perhaps some of the condemnation
currently levelled at renegotiation stems from the conclusion that it was an
emergency measure and, therefore, per se, inadequate. In general, however, it
worked and, like many war -time inventions, it appears to be superior to any
other schemes purportedly aimed at the same objective, i.e., elimination of excessive profit on government contracts. The basic concept is sound — sounder than
that of any of the other proposed or existing approaches. It is merely necessary
that the Congress improve upon the past statute, giving due consideration to
some of the considerations and proposals set forth in this discussion or propounded elsewhere. It has been contended here that price redetermination and
application of the Vinson - Trammell Act represent profit recapture or limitation
devices which operate in the wrong direction. A sound and operable system of
overall renegotiation must supersede and eliminate them.
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Providing Procedures to Make the Budget Work
by GEORGE W. FRANK
Lecturer in Accounting, University Extension, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware

Both short -term budgeting and forecasting over a period two years
ahead have a place in the single process of budgeting carried out by
any company. The budgeting process should be, in turn, organizationally secure in its plan of operation, in its acceptance at all levels, and
in its use by management —a situation which permits fulldevelopment
for planning and control and contrasts with the doubtful status of the
budgeting activity in many companies.

sufficiently large to need some system of budgetary control to make financial controls work find that there is something lacking in the controls they have. Perhaps it is because, although elaborate
procedures are established within a company to make certain that the cost
system functions as it should, budgetary control procedures are left to function
as best they can. This usually means that the system loses much of its effect.
This need not be so. A budgetary control system can be made to work just as
efficiently as it should if it is given adequate attention, with responsibility and
assignments specifically outlined, just as they usually are for a good cost accounting system. The following paragraphs describe how a company should
be able to realize full advantage from its use of budgets and budgetary control
procedures.
The company is assumed to be rather large, having annual sales of several
millions of dollars. It will probably be noted, with possibly some degree of
surprise, that, despite the size of the firm, the procedures described are frequently
quite simple. This apparent lack of complex methods is a result of the
necessity of having to be certain that the system functions. To prepare and
accumulate budget data, it is necessary that work be done by many individuals,
which, combined with the necessity of being able to quickly assemble actual
figures from various sources, makes it urgent that budgetary control procedures
be as simple and as understandable as is possible.

M

ANY CO MPA NIE S O F A SI ZE

Location of Budget Responsibility in the Company Organization
The president, as the company's chief executive officer, and a vice - president
and four divisional managers immediately under him would be considered top
management. In this assumed situation the firm's operations are handled by
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the four divisions, which are financial, manufacturing, sales, and research
divisions. The financial division performs functions ordinarily considered the
responsibility of the controller or treasurer, in that it institutes and operates
the company's accounting, purchasing, ordering and financial controls. The
manufacturing of products sold is the concern of the manufacturing division.
The sales division has jurisdiction over all sales activities. Because fundamental
research has yielded many profitable products, the research division was established and charged with the task of taking care of all matters concerning this
specialized activity.
The financial division operates the firm's budget program. The sections of
this division are accounting, materials and supplies procurement, order placing,
and general. All budget matters are taken care of by the accounting section,
which performs this task along with its regular accounting work. This accounting section consists of a cost accounting unit, a general accounting and statistical unit, and a special studies unit. It is the general accounting and statistical
unit which initiates and carries out all budgetary control procedures.

Budgets Prepared and Budget Periods
A complete budget is prepared four times a year for a full year ahead, and
each is numbered in sequence. It details the first three months of the period
to which it applies, with the other months grouped by quarters. The first
budget, for example, is prepared each December and will detail operations
for January, February, March, and will show totals for each of the ensuing
three quarters. The second budget details April, May, June, grouping the
succeeding nine months by quarters. In the collection of budget data by the
general accounting and statistical unit of the accounting section, estimates are
received from all divisions and sections responsible for the various phases of the
company's activities. Specific dates are established on which all budgets must be
completed and ready for review by, first, the divisional managers and then the
vice - president and president. To meet these deadlines, all parties concerned with
data to be included in budgets are requested to have their information to the
accounting section by specified dates.
Estimates are prepared not only for sales, costs, and earnings, but also for
both working capital and fixed investment. Because several products are
marketed, management is interested in knowing profits and the investment returns being realized by each. Consequently there is much detail involved in
completing the company budget. Sales, costs, earnings and investments have
J U L Y , 19 56
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to be estimated for each product manufactured. This leads to much allocation
of cost and investment. Once earnings and return on investment figures have
been approved by top management, they are considered the objectives for the
coming year. At the conclusion of each month, budget and actual figures are
compared, with variations in excess of ten per cent of budget requiring explanations. These explanations are carefully reviewed by all parties concerned.
Note is made of products not realizing a normal return on investment, to learn
whether earnings can be improved or whether the product should be discontinued. This possibly unusual attention given by the company to return on
investment is due to the belief that only through such analysis of product earnings is it possible to determine whether funds invested in the business are being
efficiently and profitably employed.
The fourth budget is more extensive than the first three. In accordance with
the regular plan, it details the final quarter of the year in figures for October,
November and December. However the quarterly figures include four quarters
(rather than three) of the succeeding calendar year and the second year
following is forecast in total. The "Number 4" 1955 budget, for example besides having the usual estimates for the year beginning October 1955 (monthly
for three months and quarterly for nine) has forecast earnings and investment
returns for the quarter beginning October 1956 and for the year 1957 in total.
Inclusion of such long -range figures provides management with data for use in
any planning projects. Occasionally, for financial analysis purposes or with the
prospect of considerable improvement or decline in general business conditions,
special budgets are prepared indicating what would happen should the firm's
business increase or fall off ten per cent, twenty per cent, etc. This type of
forecast enables management to ready plans which will help take advantage
of, or prepare for, abnormal changes.
How the Sales Budget Is Prepared
Complete details connected with preparation of the first budget of each
year will be reviewed here to show how estimates made by each division are
brought together to compute summarized earnings and the investment return
figures. The first budget period covers the calendar year. Estimates are made
for the months of January, February and March, with the remainder of the
year being estimated by quarters.
The sales budget, for which the sales division estimates both units and
revenue, is the first budget prepared. Estimates are detailed by products. The
sales division in making its quantity estimates consults with sales office managers
1.344
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concerning expected sales in various areas included in their territories. These
district managers in turn ask the individual salesmen, who are in constant
contact with customers, for their estimates of future sales. The home office,
after having received estimates from the field, revises them for known policy
changes expected to take place.
General business conditions for both the industry and nation are considered
prior to finally releasing estimates. Reaction of company sales to changes in
business conditions is more or less known through analysis of what has occurred
in prior years. A general pattern has been worked out as to what happens to
sales when total sales in the nation are increasing or decerasing. Studies indicate
that there is a 5 per cent to 10 per cent lag up or down in total company business
compared to overall changes in the nation's economy. An attempt is made to
include such lag factors when estimating sales of various products.
As indicated estimates supplied by salesmen and sales office managers concern quantities only. The home office applies prices to these quantities in
determining expected sales revenues and makes every effort to incorporate in
such figures any contemplated price changes, for price changes, if not forecast,
can easily lead to incorrect earnings estimates.
The Production Budget — Getting the Volume Estimate
The financial division will have requested that sales estimates be available by
a certain date. When received, the figures are first used by the order placing
section of the financial division. From sales requirements, this section determines
production needed to fill all orders. Because the firm has several plants,
strategically located to serve various markets, estimated sales for each of these
territories must be known, in order to schedule production at plants concerned.
Production at each plant will be geared to meet sales requirements. The order
section does not itself determine production but, rather, reviews sales division
estimates, listing what orders will be placed where. Once this has been tentatively decided, the order section submits figures to the manufacturing division
for approval, as it is the latter's responsibility to see that desired products are
available as required.
The order section, when estimating production, is guided by standards
established as to what finished product inventories should be. Every attempt
is made to see that inventories are kept at levels considered most economical.
Standards used are averages which past records indicate as being most appropriate. Sales of the company's major product are highest during the spring and
fall. Production, therefore, is usually greatest during these periods. However,
JULY, 1936
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there is a certain amount of stockpiling during the months immediately preceding each of these periods. It is expected that finished product inventory
standards will be exceeded at such times.
All factors which might affect production are considered when preparing
pertinent production estimates. During summer months, for example, it is
expected that production will be lower due to vacations and hot weather. Likewise in the winter, cold weather has its effect on the productive efficiency of
certain equipment. Allowances are made for these factors, which influence
production. If not considered or overlooked, they will lead to inapplicable
budgets.
Individuals in the manufacturing division, considered special assistants to
the division's manager, coordinate production plans of various plants. Inasmuch
as each is a specialist concerning specific produtcs, he will be aware of possible
production difficulties. The order section manager consults with each of these
assistants, indicating production of each product needed at various plants to meet
sales requirements. Between them, they will then decide whether scheduled
production is possible. Sometimes, because of factors such as planned repairs or
expansion or because of requirements in excess of plant capacity, it is necessary
to reschedule production and place orders at "illogical" plants, i.e., orders for
West Coast customers are manufactured in an Eastern plant, with the company
absorbing any freight penalties. When the manufacturing division has agreed
to a production schedule, it is considered final and made available for cost
estimating purposes.
The Production Budget — Sources of Manufacturing Cost Data
Once production volumes of each product have been determined, manufacturing costs can be estimated. All cost estimates are made by the accounting
section of the financial division, again with cooperation, this time of the
manufacturing, sales and research divisions. Past experience is the principal
guide used when preparing cost budgets. Therefore, because cost records are
kept by the accounting section, it is natural that this unit should have the
responsibility for making all cost estimates. The company does not have
standard costs. Otherwise, such costs would be used when preparing cost of
manufacturing estimates.
The special studies unit of the accounting section has as one of its main
functions the preparation of cost estimates for special orders and for bid requests. To efficiently handle such requests, specific individuals within the unit
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are assigned certain products. As a special order or bid request requiring a
cost estimate is received, the job is given to the person specializing in the
product concerned. Thus, when cost estimates are needed for budget purposes
or explanations required of differences between budget and actual costs, such
figures are prepared by these individuals.
Material prices, labor rates and manufacturing expense information is available within the financial division. Information concerning ingredient consumption and labor hours required for production, being the responsibility of
the manufacturing division, must be obtained from it. The "special study"
individual preparing a particular budget estimate must, therefore, confer with
a special assistant in the manufacturing division regarding material to be consumed and labor to be used in the manufacturing of products.
How Material Consumption and Cost Estimates Are Obtained
Because manufacturing operations of the company are of a continuous nature,
a process cost system is used. Generally the products manufactured use prescribed quantities of materials. Formulas are available showing the quantities of
material needed per unit of finished product and reference can be made to these
formulas when estimating raw material consumptions. However, because manufacturing division personnel are familiar with the various operations, they are
requested to estimate ingredient consumptions. Such estimates usually require no
great effort, inasmuch as most products manufactured are not new and current
experience is a satisfactory basis. For newer products, greater care is taken.
Plant personnel will be asked for their ideas on the subject and their answer
normally depends on how far along they are towards conducting operations for
these products at the predetermined ultimate goal level. With increased
experience, less and less ingredients are needed per unit of finished product
until minimum consumptions have been achieved.
Once the manufacturing division has indicated what ingredients are expected
to be consumed, prices are applied to these total and detailed material consumption estimates. Material price information is the responsibility of the
materials and supplies procurement section of the financial division. When the
accounting section sends out letters requesting pertinent budget information be
forwarded them by a certain date, it requests that the materials and supplies
section supply delivered prices on all materials purchased. These prices will
include freight to which the accounting section will add material handling
charges. This section is also requested to estimate what it expects various raw
material inventories will be at the close of each period in the budget year. This
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latter information is needed for projected balance sheet purposes and to forecast investment associated with manufacturing and selling each product, so that
return on investment figures can be computed.
In estimating raw material inventories, the materials and supplies section is
guided by predetermined standards established as guides to what are efficient
workable inventories. Standards are based primarily on past experience. Information vital to establishment of correct material standards concern delivery
time, storage facilities, purchase terms and normal production levels.
Although it is desirable that inventories be kept at standard levels, there
naturally are circumstances when variations must necessarily arise. Materials
coming from foreign countries, for example, are usually delivered by ship and,
immediately after arrival of a shipload, there will be large inventories of such
materials on hand. In other cases, purchase commitments are made, under
which the company agrees to accept definite quantities of material at specific
times, so that, when production is below expectations and material consumption
is, therefore, low, inventories will exceed established standards. Although the
company does not deliberately engage in speculative purchasing of materials,
there are instances when materials will be brought in excess of current requirements in anticipation of increased prices. As this type of purchasing can be
disastrous, all such commitments must be cleared through top management.
When estimating material inventories, the materials and supplies section
uses production data made available to it. The important function of the section
is to be certain that all plants have sufficient raw materials on hand when needed.
If a plant has to stop production because of the unavailability of materials, the
consequences are drastic. There is, therefore, very close coordination between
stock clerks at the plants and the home office personnel concerned with the
procurement of various materials. Although estimated ingredient consumption
figures are used to advantage by the materials and supplies section, the data
is not as extensively used in formulating plans as is other budget information.
Ordinarily, business conditions are such that it is not difficult to secure quick
delivery of materials needed, so that purchase orders are usually only placed one
month in advance, even though requirements for three months are known. It
is more practical to wait and see what production pattern actually develops.
Normally, production will be scheduled one month in advance, being 'based
primarily on orders received. Purchases are based on monthly production forecasts rather than use information contained in quarterly budgets.
Before any raw material inventory figures are included in the working capital
investment budget, they must be approved by the materials and supplies section
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manager. These inventories are his responsibility and he has to explain any
differences between actual and standard figures.
Estimating Labor Costs
Theoretically, accurate time and motion study data should be available for use
in estimating labor hours required for forecast production. It would then be
possible, knowing production expected, to multiply labor hours required per
product by total production to compute the total and detailed manhours which
should be used. Wage rates would then be applied to labor hours to arrive at
estimated labor cost. What is actually done, however, is quite different. Total
labor costs of each operation for the preceding several months are reviewed
and, from this information, figures are developed which are considered to be
representative of monthly labor costs. Although this method of estimating labor
costs might appear lax, usually figures computed are not widely different from
actual labor costs incurred. The reason for accuracy of such estimates is the fact
that labor costs are rapidly becoming fixed costs. Production volume is not
determined by labor hours but by the type of equipment and machinery used.
It requires so many labor hours to operate the facilities regardless of whether
production is high or low.
The type of business for which labor cost estimates are being prepared has
much to do with difficulties encountered in computing meaningful figures. The
operations of the company discussed here are quite stable, so that, ordinarily,
changes in labor requirements from one month to the next will not be substantial. Estimating labor costs, therefore, becomes a matter of determining
which operations are expected to experience abnormal increases or decreases,
so that labor costs changes can be estimated accordingly. Otherwise, labor
costs will remain the same.
Once the financial and manufacturing divisions have agreed on estimated
labor costs, the figures are revised for forecast wage increases. If, for example,
top management believes that a 3 per cent increase will be given during the
third quarter of the budget period, all labor costs of that and the next quarter
will be amended to reflect the increase. This type of information is obviously
quite confidential and definitely not for circulation. However, it must be included if estimated costs and earning are to be realistic.
Detail on Manufacturing Expense Related to Its Importance
The estimating of manufacturing expenses is essentially a financial division
responsibility, although some assistance is received from other divisions. EstiJULY, 1956
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mates are based on what expenses have been in preceding months. Repairs
labor, indirect materials and supplies, power, supervisory and clerical salaries,
as well as other miscellaneous plant overhead figures, although originating at
the various plants, are usually estimated without reference to manufacturing
division or plant personnel. Although it would appear that the company is not
making full use of budgetary control procedures, actually, use of this method
of estimating expenses is an excellent example of how the materiality of costs
involved determines the extent to which details are considered.
Budgetary theory concerning expenses indicates that separate budgets should
be prepared by every plant and for each of their operations. Flexible budgets
can be instituted for closer control and more accurate comparisons of actual and
estimated expenses. All budgets should, supposedly, be first prepared by supervisors or superintendents, reviewed by plant management and forwarded to the
home office for their scrutiny and use. All of this is not done. The accounting
section, located in the home office, makes all the required estimates. Reference is
made by it to detailed cost of production reports, prepared for each plant and
listing all expenditures, expense and otherwise, both by month and for the year
to -date. Control of manufacturing expenses is effected through careful study
of items listed on monthly cost reports and the questioning of abnormal figures
revealed through comparison of monthly total and unit costs with year to -date
and prior month's figures.
The basic reason why control procedures for overhead are not as rigid as
they could be is the fact that the company's manufacturing processes are such
that material costs are by far the largest element of cost, with labor ranking
second and manufacturing expenses a distant third. A production man expressed
the sentiments of most non - financial division personnel when he implied that
only nickels and dimes could be saved through additional control procedures for
expenses, whereas careful supervision of material costs realizes dollars of savings.
Ingredient consumption factors are always closely scrutinized. The combination of various raw materials according to specifications should yield definite
quantities of finished product. If more or less material is used than formulas
indicate is needed, the superintendent or supervisor in charge of the operation
is asked for an explanation. Each month reports are prepared by various supervisors summarizing materials used in manufacturing finished products. Consumptions are stated in terms of how many pounds of each raw material was
required per pound of finished product. These ratios are considered quite
important in determining efficiencies of ingredient consumptions. The reports
are prepared for the manufacturing division and, as such, will deal with
quantities only. In the financial division, however, where cost of production
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reports for products are maintained, material consumptions must be assigned
values and special reports of large differences between formula and actual
figures are prepared and forwarded to management for attention. On the cost
sheet (cost of production reports), there are also figures listing ingredient
yields for the current months and year to -date, each of which is compared with
figures considered normal.
Labor costs although carefully reviewed are not given as critical attention as
are material costs. There are, however, certain checks used as measures of efficiency. Production of each operation at each plant is stated in terms of so many
pounds or units of finished product per man -hour worked. Each month every
plant submits a report covering all operations and detailing pounds of finished
product manufactured per man -hour used. All figures are compared with the
previous month and with the similar month of the preceding year to determine
efficiency of labor employed. The manufacturing division, for which the report
is prepared, feels that the figures yield valuable information. The accounting
section analyzes all cost sheets for labor cost increases and reports are issued on
all variances noted.
Estimating manufacturing expenses is a responsibility of the financial division
and just because overhead is not a large part of total cost, a minimum amount of
time is devoted to making such estimates. However, because fixed asset investment is allocated to all products, it is possible to compute exact figures for
depreciation, property insurance, and real estate taxes. Investment associated
with each product is multiplied by applicable depreciation rates to compute estimated depreciation figures. Property insurances and taxes, being assessed
on the basis of investment, are allocated to various operations according to their
investments. Thus, because such items of overhead can be accurately estimated
and because they are a large part of total manufacturing expenses, it is almost
impossible for total estimated figures to be far wrong.
Depreciation, property insurance, and taxes are expenses over which very little control can be exercised and as such they are usually classified as noncontrollable. Therefore, to install more extensive budgetary control procedures for
manufacturing expenses appears impractical. Total expenses are but a small part
of total costs and it is only for a portion of these expenses that there is any hope
of reductions through closer control.
Construction Budget Yields Part of Depreciation Estimate
To accurately estimate depreciation charges, it is necessary that depreciation
on new capital investment be included. Information of this nature will be reJULY, 1956
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vealed through analysis of construction budget data. Because the company is
large and alert to the ever - increasing need for expansion and improvements, a
very active construction program is being carried on continually. To keep this
program under close supervision and coordinate it with other company plans,
a careful budget covering all phases of construction activities is prepared.
Preparation of this budget requires that plant and home office management
detail all their plans for repairs, replacements, additions and expansions. The
construction budget reflects this detail for all phases of this activity, indicating
when funds will be requested, when projects will be started and when completion is expected. All personnel connected with construction estimates are aware
that significant deviations from figures submitted will be questioned. Total
funds needed to complete construction projects are made known and plans
developed to make funds available.
Additional depreciation charges resulting from capitalization of projects
are added to existing depreciation charges, making it possible to accurately estimate this large item of manufacturing expense. As will be discussed in a review
of how investments figures are estimated, the construction budget also details
new investment expected, indicating operations to which it will be charged.
Budgeting Research Costs
Because the company has many employees engaged in research work, spending
much time performing many experiments in search of new products and processes, careful study is necessary to estimate attendant costs. All research cost
estimates are made by the research division. Owing to the nature of the work
involved, it is not possible, nor desirable, to rigidly limit funds used for experimental purposes. As research is not something which lends itself to prediction, estimating pertinent costs is often a difficult matter. Nevertheless, for each
budget period the research division must summarize the costs expected to be incurred in operating various laboratories.
Many technical activity costs are classified as manufacturing expenses because
they are recurrent and concern existing operations. Fundamental research costs,
however, are not considered manufacturing costs, but are closed directly to the
profit and loss summary account and are classified as a separate type of expense.
It is not the practice to include such costs in inventories. Experimental costs
classified as manufacturing expenses are charged directly to various products
concerned. Personnel performing experimental work keep time records of
various products they concern themselves with, also including on the record any
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material costs incurred. Fundamental research costs, estimated and actual, are
allocated to all products using sales dollars. In projected income statements
these costs are listed separately, distinct from selling and administrative expenses.
Estimating Selling and Administrative Expenses
When the accounting section has received and summarized all the cost estimates, product cost of sales figures are calculated. Selling and administrative
expenses are then estimated, using a minimum of detail. Although budget practice often provides for separate estimates for each item of selling and administrative expense, this practice is not followed. Only total selling and administrative expenses are estimated. Once again, as with manufacturing expenses,
this deviation from recognized theory is due to the fact that selling and administrative expenses are but a small part of total costs. Also, since many expenses
are fixed in total and thus subject to little control, there is really no need for
any additional detail.
The sales division of the company is divided into two sections, each handling
certain specified products. All selling expenses are distributed to these two
groups for allocation to various products sold by them. In estimating total
selling expenses, a percentage, based on what actual selling expenses were of
total sales, is used. For example, if total selling expenses for one of the sales
groups amounted to two per cent of total sales dollars in the prior year, then this
figure will be used in estimating the selling expenses of that group. The percentage used for the other sales group might be four per cent. Administrative
expenses are similarly estimated. Total actual administrative expenses of the
previous year are related to appropriate sales dollars to develop a percentage
factor for use in estimating adminstrative expenses. Administrative expenses are
even more fixed in total than either manufacturing or selling expenses and
again it is felt that any additional budgetary control detail would not be worthwhile.
Control over selling and administrative expenses, although not very rigid or
detailed, is effected through comparison of actual and budget figures, noting
differences and sometimes requesting explanations. All major selling and administrative expenses incurred each month are plotted on charts, compared
with monthly averages of such expenses for the previous two years, and circulated to all parties concerned for their review and possible action.
Once selling and administrative expenses have been estimated, forecast
J U L Y , 1956
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earnings for each product are then computed. Earnings figures are summarized in a projected income statement, copies of which are distributed to top
management.
Relating Product Profit and Loss to Investment
Although earnings are detailed by products in most systems of budgetary
control, frequently no such segregation is made of investment. Usually a balance sheet is prepared projecting total investment and this investment is then
used to determine an average return on investment figures. This calculation is
made for the company furnishing the background for this paper, except that investment is taken one step further and allocated to various products groups manufactured and sold. The distribution of investment is a detailed task, involving
use of many different bases which give rise to many difficulties.
Raw materials investment is estimated by the materials and supplies section.
This inventory investment is allocated to the various groups using the different
materials. In instances in which the same material is used by more than one
product, investment is distributed according to past consumption of the material
by various operations. Finished product inventories as estimated by the order
section require no allocation. The accounts receivable balance forecast is distributed to various products using estimated sales of each. Cash is distributed
to each product group according to their manufacturing costs, excluding any non cash charges, such as depreciation. Fixed investment directly associated with each
product is known. Where several products are made from the same equipment,
investment is allocated using some pertinent basis, such as the estimated production of each. General service facilities, such as the powerhouse, home office
building, and laboratories are distributed to the various product groups using
appropriate bases.
When total investment chargeable to each product group has been determined,
it is divided into the figure for estimated earnings of the product groups to
compute returns on investment expected for each. Because this information is the
basis for many important decisions concerning future efforts of the company, it
is very useful to management. Various returns computed are compared, one with
the other and with standard figures. Products for which a below- standard return
is forecast are subject to further analysis. Special studies are made to determine
reasons for low returns and to learn what the effects will be if the products are
discontinued.
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Asking Questions Before the Budget Becomes Official
Even after the projected income statement and balance sheet have been completed, there still remains much work to be done before budget preparations are
considered finished. Summarization of budgets without analysis of them is considered doing but half a job. Estimates must be studiously reviewed to be certain all budgets are coordinated. Careful comparison of current budget figures
with actual figures of the preceding year is made to fully understand the effect
of contemplated changes. This gives management the opportunity to make any
last- minute revisions desired.
Changes in sales are analyzed to determine how much is due to higher or
lower sales prices and how much is due to increased or decreased volume. Variations in unit costs must be explained through a detail of contributing factors.
How much of the increase or decrease is due to higher or lower material prices?
What effect does the higher or lower volume have? Are depreciation, experimental or labor costs up? What effect on cost does the predicted wage increase
have? Not only must forecast changes in earnings be explained, but increases
and decreases of investment returns are subject to similar analysis. This latter
analysis will deal with investment only, inasmuch as income changes will already
have been explained. Close attention will be given budget data concerning
products which have been poor earners, to be certain that corrective measures are
planned.
If it is possible to single out any one phase of budget preparation as being
more important than another, it would be the analysis of estimates and their
comparison with representative standards. The main objective of budgetary
control is to improve earnings. The best way of being certain that this objective
is realized is to have standards available as measurement guides. It naturally follows that the more analysis is done, the more valuable budget information becomes. Study and analysis of data is difficult but interesting. Often the pressure of dead -lines and the desire to get the whole business of estimating over
with, leaves little time for detailed study of figures used and thus, unfortunately,
an important aspect of having a budgetary control program is overlooked. The
value of procedures becomes lost in attending to details. Accountants like anybody else, can be too busy working to get the more important things done.
A Standing Tie -In and Comparison with Actual Results
Journals, ledgers, worksheets, summaries, statements and other accounting
records are all arranged to tie in with the budgetary control procedures. Sales,
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costs and earnings are accumulated by products. Therefore, the comparison of
actual and budget earnings at the end of each month is more or less a routine
matter. Once such comparisons have been made, any differences in excess of
ten percent of the budget figure must be explained. Explanation must be detailed, showing which revenues or costs were higher or lower than expected.
Changes in selling prices, customer allowances and increases or decreases in
volume are reasons why sales variances occur. The effect of volume and how it
caused unit costs to be higher or lower must be isolated. Various items such
as higher ingredient consumption, lower material prices, abnormal labor cost
due to overtime, additional experimental costs, and items not even budgeted are
typical explanations of cost variances.
Investment returns which are higher or lower than forecast must also be
fully explained. Analysis here will concern inventories and why they are different from standards, as well as why other assets are not as forecast. Return on
investment is very important to management, so that, when returns are decreasing, drastic measures are taken to correct adverse trends.
The matter of report timing is quite important. If discrepancies noted between
budget and actual figures are to be acted upon, this information must be made
available as soon as possible. Thus, every effort is made to see that actual figures
are available as soon after month -end as is possible. Accounting machines are
being continually installed for this purpose. A major problem encountered
by companies using budgetary or cost control procedures is that of obtaining
analysis and comparison of actual costs done quickly enough to be fully effective. Frequently, the following month's operations are half over before difficulties of the preceding month have been brought to light. The information is then
stale and corrective measures are more difficult to introduce and less effective.
Nevertheless, budgetary control procedures as used are one of the most effective
means of control that the firm has available.
Combine Theory with Practice in Setting Up Budget Procedures
Although it is evident that much detail was incorporated in the budgetary control procedures, still more was eliminated as non - pertinent. Installation and maintenance of any form of budget program is a difficult job requiring constant supervision if it is to be most effective. Budgetary procedures are no less important
than are cost systems and, as such, should be given as much care and scrutiny
as is accorded the cost system in keeping it "up -to- date" and operative. Each
company must combine the theory and practice which gives it the most usable
system. Tailor -made procedures are more the rule than the exception.
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Suggestions on Writing the Letter -Type Report
by D. E. HENDERSON
Machine Accounting and Services Manager, Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Accountants write many reports, some reflecting day -to -day operations,
others investigative in character. The framework of report writing (as
of all writing, in fact) requires that there be a beginning, a body,
and an ending to what is written. With regard to each of these
portions of a report and to the report as a whole, the author of this
article o §ers specific counsel in the direction of improved clarity and
naturalness of writing.

a good report of real benefit to the accountant? The
Ianswer is thattoitwrite
is vital to him. An accountant will not ordinarily be proS THE ABILITY

moted because he adds figures faster or sorts remittances more accurately than
another. But it is frequently true that he takes a step up when he is able to present his thoughts and conclusions clearly. He has to tell someone what he has
done and what it means.
There are many ways to write a report. This "report on reports" is only one
of them. Although it is long on practice and short on theory, it provides the
framework for putting a report together. The most common type of report,
the one written in letter form, usually runs from two to three pages. (If the
report gets longer than this, a more formal treatment is needed, with an index,
title page, synopsis, etc., and usually ending with a series of exhibits.) Because
most of the reports written today are of the letter type, this article will be confined to that sort of a report.
The Five Phases of Report Preparation
There are generally five stages in preparing a report.
I. Clarifying the assignment.
2. Gathering the material.
3. Sorting, analyzing and arranging.

4. Preparing the outline.
5. Writing the report.

The first step is often overlooked, sometimes to the complete failure of the
result. Make sure that the assignment is clear before beginning the report.
In any business organization, a number of assignments are made orally, often
having been passed down along a line of several people. There may be a certain amount of vagueness about just what the report is to cover. Writing a
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20 or 25 -word summary of the points you propose to handle and submitting it
for approval will serve to check on this. Be sure there is a meeting of the minds.
If you are originating the report on your own initiative, be just as rigorous
on the matter. Be sure you know what you want to do.
The second step, gathering the material, will benefit from use of an ordinary
file folder in which to assemble most of the material. Keep the folder on top of
your desk for several days and put into it references, calculations, tables and all
else that will be needed when it comes time to get down to writing. It will be
helpful to keep the data neatly arranged in the approximate order in which it
will be used. Identify every piece of paper with a short title and a date. This
prevents misunderstandings when the preparation of the report takes days or
weeks.
Next, go through the third step, that of sorting, analyzing and arranging.
A rough sort will already have been made, at least chronologically, if the material
is placed in some kind of order in the folder as received. Review this data and
assemble like items. Do not recopy. If two dissimilar items are written on the
same piece of paper, tear the paper in two. Staple both halves to separate sheets
of blank paper. Then, reassemble all pages in the folder by sections, each appropriately marked as to contents on an inter -leaf section. Underline, encircle,
or otherwise mark excerpts from current material which you want to quote or
paraphrase as the report takes shape.
The fourth step, preparing the outline —is probably the most important of
all. The outline provides the skeleton around which the report is built. Any
type of outline can be used, the most familiar type being the one in which principal and subsidiary captions, as needed, are arranged in the following manner:
I.
A.
I.
a.
2.
a.
b.
B.
II.

As the "boy is father to the man," so the outline sets the pattern of the report.
If the outline is coherent, well organized and logical, the finished report is
bound to have these characteristics. However, behind both these should be continuity. Hence, a general plan should be followed. The more easily handled
plans are:
I. Chronological —from earliest to latest or
vice versa.
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2. Topical —each section of the report relates to a particular classification of
items.
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3. Changing perspective —from near to far,
from small to large, from the general to
the particular.

4. Inductive —from observation to conclusion.

It is not necessary that a report be restricted to just one of these general plans.
The first part of the report may follow one pattern and succeeding parts some
other pattern, if clarity is gained. Should the report follow more than one pattern, however, the following consideration should be kept firmly fixed:
A change from one general pattern to another must be
highlighted by a comment on the transition. Point out that
a change is occurring and give the reason for the change.

The fifth and final step, is drafting the report. At this point, the other steps
should pay off. With the outline as a guide and with the manila folder of notes
for reference, write or dictate the rough copy of the report. If a dictaphone is
at hand, use it. The report will flow easily along with ideas set down almost as
soon as they come to mind. The dictated report will be rough. This is to be expected. Smoothing and polishing will come later. Yet, there are requirements
even here. A better final product will result if the rules given below are followed in securing the first draft:
I. Double space the rough draft so corrections can be made.
2. Write or dictate rapidly without undue
thought on any particular phase. Keep
the report moving.

3. Ignore doubts about spelling, punctuaLion, format and grammar.
4. Try to complete the report in one sit ting.

These points provide a general approach. They are intended to get the report
"off the ground." The remainder of the task will then be straight- forward,
though not easy. It will be necessary to recopy the report, smoothing out spelling, punctuation and grammar. It will also be necessary to rearrange heading,
underlinings, capitalizations, paragraphing and sentence length. Then, the report must be reviewed for appearance. It should have an uncluttered, well -arranged appearance with plenty of white space.
In the sections which follow, we will deal with specific things to do or to
watch for, chiefly with respect to polishing and recopying.
The Preliminaries — And the Start
We are discussing the letter -type report. It should be preceded by:
I. Identification of people who are to receive copies.
2. Date.

3. Addressee.
4. File number or reference number.
5. Subject.

Most reports are divided into three major sections: opening, body of the report, and closing. Consider first the opening of the report. The first paragraph
should normally consist of three sentences of the following character:
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I. The reason for writing the report and

the department or writer originating it.
2. The limiting sentence identifying the subject to be treated and the scope within

which the subject matter will be considered.
3. The general plan to be followed in presenting the report.

The remaining one or two paragraphs in the opening section provide background or comment for better understanding of what is to follow and, preferably, a summary of results. Include here the method of investigation, the tests
developed, the method of sampling, and so forth. List the sources from which
material was obtained or the persons engaged in getting together the data. Describe briefly the results reported but, as indicated below, do not fall to invite the
reader to follow on to the body of the report.
Getting started to write is usually a major obstacle. Untold time has been
spent looking at the dictaphone or watching a sheet of paper and wondering
just how a start is made. For that reason two sets of samples starting sentences
(three each, in accordance with the above pattern) are given below:
SET NO. I
I. Your letter of February 19 asked that

the Accounting Department furnish you
the figures and comments in the following sections.
2. The material covers a comparison of a
decentralized branch billing plan as op-

posed to the present regional system for
the ABC Division.
3

The analysis is divided into three major
sections on ( I ) providing faster service,
(2) operating at lower costs, and (3)
reducing dollars tied up in receivables.

SET NO. 2
I. Because the company recently suffered
heavy losses in marketing the 1372A
Frigitroller, I am sending you a statement of the reasons for this so far as investigation has been able to determine.
2. Since only our North East and North
Central regions were concerned, the report will cover this area for the period
January I through June 30, 1956.

3. In presenting the material, I will deal
first with the original market survey; second, the excessive cost of freight rates in
this territory which was not considered
in the survey, and third, the breakdown
in our service organization after the units
were in the field.

The foregoing sentences illustrate stage - setting. The reader has been given
the background needed to understand what he will read later and the writer has
begun his flow of words. Now is the time to summarize this as yet unwritten
report in not more than three paragraphs. Indicate clearly that this is a summary. Keep the wordage down to the main points and a conclusion. The reader
should be referred to the rest of the report for more detail. The summary should
bring to an end the first page of the report. It should not run over to the second
page. Start the body of the report at the top of the second page. If the summary
will not go on the first page, start it over again. Something will have to be
shortened. If the summary is dependent upon your own further understanding as
you write the body of the report, leave the lower part of the first page blank
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and complete the entire report before writing it. Then go back and pick out
the most important parts. Insert them, in capsule form at the bottom of the first
page of the rough draft.
Making the Body of the Report Understandable
The body of the report comes next. This section makes up the major portion
of the report. As far as detail goes, it is the most important. Because of the
wide range of possibilities in treating material, no attempt will be made here to
illustrate specific points. Instead, a number of items will be listed which apply
generally to all reports and bear on their appeal and usefulness to the reader.
There is one matter of such importance in helping the reader to follow the
thread of the report that definite attention should be devoted to it. This item is
the use of connectives. A connective is a word, a phrase, sentence, or paragraph
which links one subject or a series of related subjects to another and different
subject or series of subjects. As a general rule, the use of the connectives is not
sufficiently widespread. These "ligaments' are omitted at all the "joints" of the
report. It is nothing new to most people to find a report suddenly hopping
from one trend of thought to an entirely different trend. There is nothing to
explain what impelled the writer to change. Connectives are used to eliminate
this situation. The connective serves as a bridge between two different thoughts
or lines of thought or between main parts of the report or sections of it. It is
a warning sign to the reader that the report is to change topic or otherwise
digress. The connective is a guide post, pointing the new direction. A few of
the more common connectives, or linking words, are:
accordingly
although
besides
and

but
consequently
especially
furthermore

however
moreover
nevertheless
or

since
therefore
yet
whereas

Often, more than a word is necessary. For example, if the report goes from
a paragraph which deals in dollar amounts to one which deals in hours, a connective is needed. The connective here may be a sentence like, "... the over expenditures in dollars having been pointed out, the discussion will now cover
the same situation in terms of hours." Bear down on the use of connectives.
Their use can do much to make the report clear and understandable.
Here is a list of some further suggestions for making a report interesting,
readable, and understandable:
I. Start each paragraph with a topic sentence. It should establish the subject
matter for the entire paragraph.
JUL Y, 19 36

2. Discuss only one topic in a paragraph.
3. Keep the length of any paragraph
down to three or four sentences. Six
sentences should be a maximum.
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4. Avoid long sentences. The word "long"
and "involved" usually go together.
They add up to "not readily understandable." Don't force the reader to
re -read a sentence in order to find out
its meaning. Keep sentence length generally to 20 words or less.
5. Groups of three or more similar items
should be tabulated.
1) —
2) —
3) —
6. Headings give outline to the report
and highlight important subjects. Their
use will greatly improve the readability
of the report. Use them to set off —
a, sections
b, sub- sec +ions
c. major paragraphs
d. tabulations
7. There are several typographical arrangements on the typewriter which increase readability. Do not overdo this,
however. It may give a "chopped up"
appearance to the report.
a. Capital Letters
b. underlining
c. asterisks in rows
d' dashes
e, indentation
f. double or triple spacing
g. outlining (numbering and lettering)
h. Roman numerals
i. quotation marks
j. parentheses
Show major headings in capitals. Secondary headings can be shown in lower
case letters with underlining. Especially important items can be letter
spaced in capitals having underlining
as:
( IMPORT ANT )
8. Leave plenty of white space. The completed report should never look
crowded.
9. Many letter reports are filed in bound
folders. This requires a margin of at
least one inch on the left -hand side of
typewritten reports.
10. Generally, calculations should not be
included with the text. They should
be set off with a space above and below:
37 hrs x $.87 /hr x .15 mist allow
$4.82 weekly cost
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11. Don't present tabulations in the report
without some explanation in the text.
The column headings are not sufficient
to explain what the figures illustrate.
12. Include tables, lists, etc., in the body
of the report rather than as attachments where this can be done in one third of a page or less.
13. Reference material or tables of figures
are better as attachments if they exceed
one -third page. The body of the report
should be self - sufficient without them
except as reference.
14. The body of the report should not have
labels or small forms pasted to the
pages. If necessary to include such exhibits, staple them to a separate piece
of paper and attach at the end of the
report.
15. Do not repeat the same word so often
that it will jar on the reader. On the
other hand, do not grope for synonyms
so obviously that, for example, you fake
a sentence to substitute for a word or
two. Avoid using pretentious words to
keep from repeating simple ones. Here
are few examples of contrast between
pretentious and simple words of similar meaning:
Pretentious

Simple

accommodation
announce
bear
cease
commence
complete
conceal
dispatch
forward
endeavor
evince
expedite
facilitate
inquire
obtain
participate
proceed
proceeds
purchase
reimburse
remove
seek

room
say
carry
$fop
begin
finish
hide
send
send
try
show
speed
help
ask
get
take part
go
money
buy
pay
take away
look for

16. In general, follow the conventional rules
of punctuation. However, the "ad lib"
insertion of a comma at a change of
thought in a long sentence will often
make it clearer.
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Ending the Report on a Constructive Note
A report needs some effective "sign -off" to indicate completion and to remind
the reader of its full contents. There are two general ways in which this can
be done, a paragraph of conclusions or of recommendations. Either one can
be used, as may be appropriate, for short reports or for reports covering quite
limited ground. Both can be used as an ending for the report if needed. However, if this is done do not mix them. They should be kept entirely separate.
It will illustrate what is meant by "conclusion" to say that some reports are
written for the purpose of deducing the situation from a set of facts presented.
This kind of report should be terminated by a brief discussion of what has been
learned. For example, if an analysis as described in the body of the report,
showed a department was spending too much money, the conclusion might be
either of two things. First, that there were too many people in the department
or second, that the people in the department were being paid over the rate for
the kind of work they were doing.
Sometimes the report writer is asked or expected to give recommendations for
action. If the conclusions were as reached in the preceding paragraphs then the
recommendation might be made that people be transferred out of the department or that rates be adjusted in line with the work being performed.
Report writing is not much fun, yet many people, accountants included, find
that they write a lot of reports during their business careers. A definite routine
will make it easier, even though it does not make it any more fun. This routine
boils down to the manila folder for collecting material, the sorting and classifying, the outline, and last of all, the rapid writing or dictating, and polishing. Remember, that a well- organized, well- written and well presented report is one of
the best forms of self- advertising available in the office today.
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Separating the Product - Testing Costs of A
Steel Mill Research Laboratory
by RUSSEL S. MEINHOLZ
Cost Department Supervisor, The Carpenter Steel Co., Reading, Pennsylvania

Accounting for the costs of a research department presents many
problems, and these problems are important today when the research
function is definitely a "growth" function throughout industy generally. One such problem is to identify the costs incurred by the laboratory, which may be assigned to products. The present paper describes
the procedures followed by a steel mill in segregating and applying
the product - testing costs of an eleven -unit research department.

that the measuring and distributing to
product cost of research laboratory expenses is one of the knottiest problems
they face. Some of us give it only a superficial try and usually wind up with an
arbitrary formula which is at best only a half way measure. A few of us—and
this is the case in our company — really work at it because we are forced to do so
by the variety and complexity of the research performed. But first, before going
into this, we need to know something about the business.

A

CCOUNTANTS GENERALLY AGREE

Steel- Making Processes and Products
In our plant, steel is melted from scraps and alloys, either in an electric arc
furnace or an electric induction furnace. This molten metal, after several hours
of purification by cooking, slagging and sampling, is poured into molds to cool.
These molds are stripped from the frozen mass which is known as an ingot.
The ingot is then heated to a malleable state and is cogged by a large pneumatic hammer or hydraulic press or by passing through a series of rolls, into a
billet. Billets can be round or square in shape. A slab is actually a billet which
has a cross sectional shape in the form of a rectangle. The billets are sent to a
preparation department where surface defects are removed from the squares and
slabs by grinding and chipping or by rough- turning the rounds. The prepared
billets go to a hot rolling mill where they are again heated to a malleable state
and are rolled to round, square, rectangular, and many odd and intricate shapes
for special applications. The slabs are usually rolled into thin strip steel. Some
billets are forged into die blanks, roll blanks, spindle shapes, rings and discs.
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The products are often shipped to customers just as they come off of the hot
mills. Almost an equal amount of hot rolled product is sent to the various cold working departments for further reductions of area. Strip steel is cold- reduced
by cycles of passes through rolls. Between the rolling cycles are sandwiched
softening operations known as annealing. Rounds and shapes can also be reduced cold by passes through dies, with the annealing operation again being
used to soften the metal between passes. These finished products are sometimes
heat - treated to give them special physical properties. The finished hot - worked
products and the cold - finished products are often shipped to the customer in
coils and, just as often, are cut to specified length before shipment.

Product Costing and Cost Reporting
For costing these products, we have established standard prices by grades, of
which we have close to two hundred, for ingots, square billets, round billets
and slabs, but at this point standard costs stop and a job order system, which is
completely on tabulating equipment, takes over, because from here on no two
products are made exactly alike. Material is charged to the job order at the
standard billet or slab price. All labor from this point, whether for hot rolling,
cold rolling, cold drawing, annealing, nutting, inspecting, or any other of the
many processes through which an order may pass, is charged to the order at
actual cost. Burden is applied at a. standard rate per machine hour or man
hour for each machine or operation through which the material passes. This
accumulation of material, labor and overhead costs becomes process inventory.
A copy of the sales invoice is used as a means of removing a given order
from the process inventory. At this time, a cost record is run on a tabulating
machine. This cost record is reviewed by the cost department for the purpose
of detecting any abnormal losses and to check that the entire lot or lots have
been reported on the time sheets for each of the major manufacturing steps.
The total cost is entered on the invoice copy, along with the shipping costs, and
a cost card is punched showing the weight shipped, customer, order number,
grade, size, sales dollars, cost dollars and gross profit. These cards are then
used to run a report for the month, 'by major cost centers, listing all shipments
by customer, and having columns for all of the data mentioned.
A cost analyst goes over all of these reports and checks the gross profit percentages. He makes a special review of any order which falls below a predetermined percentage of gross profit and reports the reasons for this low profit to
the metallurgists and production staff. Finally, complete sets of the cost and
JULY, 1936
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sales report are sent to the vice presidents in charge of sales, metallurgy, and
production. Several profit charts are kept on grades shipped from departments,
special orders from certain customers, and items which require special manufacturing procedures or close metallurgical supervision.
The Tasks Which the Laboratory Groups Perform
In a specialty steel mill such as this, laboratory facilities can not economically
be used purely for research and development. This apparatus must also be used
for routine testing of ingots and billets, and the checking of the physical, chemical, and metallographic properties of the hot - rolled and cold- finished products.
With the coming of the high temperature alloy steels, this testing of products
for specific orders or customers became a bigger problem. Again, in our particular firm, where we use the job order cost system described above from standard billet to finished product, this testing for specific orders became a part of
the total cost of any one order. Our problem then was to break down our laboratory costs so that we could ( 1 ) assign a fair portion to the standard values for
the routine sampling of each heat melted, ( 2 ) assign to the standard prices of
certain grades of billets the costs for the routine testing of samples taken from
the particular grades during the togging operation, (3) isolate the costs of certain quality control groups and charge this amount to the departments over
which the control is exercised, (4) charge to specific orders the testing required
to meet customer's specifications, and (5) isolate the cost of pure research and
development.
We first divided the laboratory into eleven major groups:
1 -6. Six control units.
These groups of technicians spend all
of their time controlling quality at
certain points in the normal processes
of manufacture.
7. Research and development group.
These individuals work strictly at development of new products and /or
improvements to products being currently manufactured.

8. Chemical laboratory group
9. Physical testing group.
10, Metallurgical testing group.
11. Photographic laboratory group.
The technicians in these last four
groups can do work on routine tests,
customer's specifications on orders,
and some research.

Developing Cost Rates for Product Testing
It was agreed between the manager of the laboratory and the cost department
that these last four groups needed the most attention in the development of cost
assignment. It was further agreed that, if reports furnished to the cost department by the supervisors of these groups showed the work performed each day
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2. Carbon test:
Time per piece—
Chemical testing
Physical testing

23 man- minutes
18 man- minutes

3. Microstructural test:
Time per piece —
Metallurgical testing 15 man- minutes

For machine accounting, these man - minutes had to be converted to the nearest
tenth of an hour. Thus, a Jominy hardenability test would require .4 man -hour
for physical testing and .5 man -hour for the metallurgical testing. A carbon
test would require .4 man -hour for chemical testing and .3 man -hour for physical testing.
The cost department now had the job of establishing and applying standard
roan hour -rates for the work done by each of the eleven laboratory groups. This
was accomplished by the usual methods of spreading the general supervision,
clerical and general fixed expenses over all groups on a basis of the man -hours
worked by each group. Variable expenses, such as supplies, repairs, power, etc.,
were directly charged to each group. These total costs of a group, divided by the
man -hours of direct labor gave us our rate per man -hour. These laboratory
group rates enabled us to obtain cost per piece for the tests involving more
than one group, on the basis of the man -hours spent by each. The tabulating
department then punched a master card for the coded test, containing this rate
per piece, and used it to cost all such tests reported on the daily work report.
These costs then became a part of the work in process inventory.
How the Rates Are Applied
As an example, let us assume that the cost per man -hour for physical testing is
for chemical testing $1.50, metallurgical testing $3.25. The man - minute
data already given would look like this in dollars:

$ 2 .0 0 ,

I. Jominy hardenability test:
Physical testing
.4 man hour x $2.00 per man -hour
Metallurgical testing
.5 man hour x $3.25 per man -hour
Total cost Jominy hardenability test
2. Carbon test
Chemical testing
.4 man hour x $1.50 per man -hour
Physical testing
.3 man hour x $2.00 per man -hour
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$0.80 per piece

1.63 per piece
$2.43 per piece

$0.60 per piece
0.60 per piece

Total cost carbon test
3. Microstructural test
Metallurgical testing
.3 man hour x $3.25 per man -hour

$1.20 per piece

Total cost microstructural test

0.98 per piece

$0.98 per piece
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AND DEVELOPMENT COST
(All valu es are assu m ed .

ALLOCATION
)

RESEARCH

$12,000.

R esearch an d d e velo p m en t gro u p

-

Metallu rgical

-

Ph o t o gra p h ic

To p ro d u c t io n o rd e rs
To in g o t p r o gra m
To b ill e t p ro g ra m
To t a l d i s t r i b u t e d a t s t a n d a r d
To t a l c o s t f o r t h e m o n t h
Balan ce to r ese ar ch

$

11950.
750.
1, 10 0 .
15 0 .
2,000.
4,500.
2.500.

To p ro d u c t io n o rd e rs
To in g o t p r o gra m
To b ill e t p ro g ra m
To t a l d i s t r i b u t e d a t s t a n d a r d
To t a l c o s t f o r t h e m o n t h
Balan ce t o re se ar ch

$11,575.
2,500.
4,500.
$18, 575.
19, 000.

To p ro d u c t io n o rd e rs
To b ill e t p ro g ra m
To t a l d i s t r i b u t e d a t s t a n d a r d
To t a l c o s t f o r t h e m o n t h
Ba la n c e to r es ea rc h

32 5 .
5.
33 0 .
52 5 .

425.
$

-

Chemical group

6,525.

$

To b ill e t p ro g ra m
To t a l d i s t r i b u t e d a t s t a n d a r d
To t a l c o s t f o r t h e m o n t h
Ba la n c e to r es ea rc h

3,000.
1,000.
575.
$_4, 575.

$

To p ro d u c t io n o rd e rs
To i n g o t p r o g r a m

-

Physical group

$

To t a l c h a r g e d r e s e a r c h a n d d e v e l o p m e n t e x p e n s e f o r t h e m o n t h

195.
$17,070.

EXHIBIT 2

Having these standard costs per piece for the tests involving more than one
testing group and the standard rate per man -hour to apply against the hours
reported for the testing of items which have passed through a single testing unit
only, we were able to arrive at a total standard cost applied during a given accounting period to the routine testing of ingots and billets and the testing of
production orders. This total applied standard cost was deducted from the total
expenses incurred by the group during the period and the remainder was added
to the cost incurred during the period by the research and development group.
This is in line with the agreed allocation basis mentioned earlier. It is illustrated
by Exhibit 2.
Nothing is transferred to research from the expenses of the six laboratory
control groups as these costs are charged directly to the departments over which
the control is exercised and is there redistributed as part of the variable cost of
the department, to the products manufactured in it.
It may occur to some to ask whether, under the procedure described, the
amounts charged to research from the four testing units vary markedly, from
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month to month because of unusual expenses or change in volume of testing
required for production orders. When studying the possibilities of using this
system, we anticipated that the amount transferred would vary very little because
of the tight control our laboratory manager exercises over supplies, repairs and
manpower. This has so far been confirmed in that no monthly transfer has exceeded, or fallen under, the estimated amount by more than ten per cent. As to
what would happen if volume of testing for production orders dropped to a low
point, we do not know, inasmuch as this has not happened since the system has
been put into use. We find that the volume of testing is increasing as we move
farther into the selling of the new high - temperature alloy steels. However, it is
generally thought that this condition, if it occurs, can be controlled to some degree by the reassignment of the technicians.
More Satisfactory Costing of Laboratory Work
We feel that we have accomplished what we set out to do. For the first six
months during which the cost assignment system was in effect, its results were
not reflected in the work -in- process inventory or the company's financial statements. During this "dry run," the old system of cost distribution was continued
and the new was constantly studied for flaws. By the time that the start of a new
fiscal year rolled around, we were completely satisfied with the results shown
during the check months and the new system was put into the books. Since
that time, nearly a year has passed in which each month's figures were compared with the figures of the test period.
As mentioned in an earlier paragraph, this system is handled on accounting
machinery and we have already reaped benefits from the monthly reports furnished to the laboratory manager, reports which were not available before, in the
form of several improvements to the system. Quite a few of these changes
have been suggested by the laboratory manager or his unit supervisors.
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Laboratory Stores Control on
Tabulating Machines
by ROBERT E. JOHNSON
Assistant Chief Accountant, Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois

Of interest both because of its relationship to stores accounting on
tabulating equipment and its portrayal of a significant phase of research laboratory accounting, the present article covers general ledger,
detail ledger, and reporting procedures under which a laboratory of
extreme size and requiring an extreme variety of materials effects a
high degree of operating control.

by the University of Chicago
A under a contract with the Atomic operated
Energy Commission, occupies roughly
RG ON N E N AT I ON AL LABORATORY,

six square miles, has $64 million in net plant and equipment assets, and 2,406
employees as of the end of January 1956, all engaged directly or indirectly in
research and development primarily directed toward the peaceful application
of atomic energy. To supply the unusual and widely varying needs of this organization, all normally required materials (ranging from maintenance and
automotive supplies to complex electronic, chemical and laboratory supplies involving 31 categories of material) are handled and controlled through centralized inventory administration. Two departments are concerned with this store
control. They are the accounting and materials handling departments, each of
which reports to laboratory management on a line basis. Tabulating equipment
is used extensively. The following pages will explain what is being done and
the results achieved.
Size and Detail of Inventory; General Controls
At the end of February 1956 there was $495,511 in stores inventory recorded
on the Laboratory balance sheet, exclusive of special reactor materials and other
special materials. This inventory is maintained in 13 decentralized storerooms,
with an overall turnover of 2.6 times a year or a 4.6 months supply. These locations include a central warehouse and outlying supply depots, most of which
maintain limited balances of the same line of items which are warehoused in the
central area. The reason for this decentralization is that the Laboratory's major
research efforts are likewise decentralized into major buildings scattered over
six square miles. Two of the storerooms, the central shops and graphic arts
J U L Y , 19 36
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department still maintain individual manual records, with cost distribution accomplished in the tabulating section.
All of the balances for all of the units are on tabulating equipment, which
processes approximately 1,500 activity cards daily, affecting 1,000 balance cards.
This would indicate that, on the average, one -half of these cards have two types
of activity daily. Currently, 12,000 items of inventory are controlled on 25,000
balance cards. The greater number of balance cards is caused by the decentralized
stores operation, with the same line of items on hand in more than one location.
The accounting department holds responsibility for both subsidiary and general ledger inventory balances of the stores inventory and the reconcilation of
these balances on a monthly basis. Within the accounting responsibility, the general ledger is used to exericse overall control over the inventory activity. There
is a month -end reconciliation of the two ledgers, with a complete review of any
discrepancy. During the present fiscal year, these discrepancies have netted
down to approximately $65 to date.
The materials handling department performs the material control aspects of
stores inventory, including reordering, maximum and minimum controls, issuing
and returning to stock, transferring and otherwise physically handling and maintaining custody of the stock. All stocks are secured in locked storerooms over
which custodians are assigned. Signed issue tickets are presented to support the
consumption of stores material. Issues are prepared in a continuous form on a
locked register machine to assure flow of source information to the tabulating
room by a person other than the person physically issuing the material. Transfers between storerooms are recorded and controlled in the same manner.
In addition to these controls, the internal auditor of the University of Chicago
verifies the physical inventory of stores taken by the materials handling department and departmental supervision exercises "after- the - fact" supervisory control
over the type and dollar amount of goods consumed. This is based on a weekly
listing which is prepared in the tabulating section and distributed to department and division heads. With the exceptions which have been indicated, all
subsidiary stores control is maintained on tabulating equipment within the accounting department. There are no stores ledgers in the hands of materials handling department in the form of continuous balance cards.
All stores activity is entered in the tabulating records daily, and is balanced
daily, with a one - work -day lag between the physical activity and the tabulating
reports. In addition, daily reorder information is presented so that the materials
handling department replenishes the stock as required. Incidentally, in this specific connection, a travelling requisition form has been developed which is used
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between materials handling and the purchasing departments, taking the place
of the usual requisition form and, besides, providing a purchase history of each
line item of stock. This has worked out exceedingly well.
It is important to note here that, at one time, a facsimile posted ledger card
was used which was produced from the daily activity listing of receipts, issues,
and balance. This was replaced by a system of reports, to be described later, and
the procedure is now operating more economically and efficiently. The posted
record does have its place, which is during a period of transition from a manual
to a completely automatic tabulating application. During this period, the ledger
card record can act as a basic reference medium to turn to in solving the many
problems which arise in the course of adopting a procedure of this scope.
Current Data Processing
As indicated before, all control data required in the stores application is passed
to or developed in the tabulating section. The materials handling department
operates strictly from reports produced in the tabulating section from this data.
This section receives and processes the following type of transaction documentation:
Transaction
code
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Transaction
Balance
Issue
Receipt
Return to stock
Return to vendor
Requisition
Credit adjustment
Debit adjustment
Credit transfer
Debittransfer

Source document
Old balance and daily activity run
Stock issue ticket
Receiving document
"Return to stock" form
Laboratory shipping document
"On order" listing
Stores adjustment form
Stores adjustment form
Warehouse voucher
Warehouse voucher

This documentation is integrated into the procedure as described in this and
following paragraphs. From description listings furnished from the materials
handling department, the tabulating section processes a catalog card for each
item, which includes stores control number and description. The control number currently consists of 14 digits, to represent the storeroom, category of stock,
alphabetic reference to the first letter in the noun describing the stores item,
item number, item suffix number, and Atomic Energy Commission commodity
grouping. This number was originally established under the prior manual
system to enable a coinciding alphabetical and numerical sequence which was
also carried out physically in the storeroom arrangement. The alphabetical reference was changed to a two -digit numerical code and the first two digits, deJ U L Y , 1956
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scribing stores location, and the last two digits, describing commodity, have been
added during the past years under tabulating procedures, first to maintain consolidated control over storeroom balances and, second, to comply with the Commission's reporting requirements. (This code is being revised to a shorter and
simpler series of digits, as noted later on.) The descriptive card is supplemented
by an additional card which includes the stores control number, as well as standard unit and standard unit price. These descriptive cards are used whenever
catalog -type information is required and for the stores catalog which is prepared
on multilith masters cut on the tabulating accounting machine and then run off
in the graphic arts printing department.
Another type of tabulating card is preprinted to perform as an all- purpose
card. This card is used in one way to record balance information and in another
way to record all activity affecting this balance, arising out of the nine types of
transactions. These two uses are as follows:
I. W hen the card is used for balance purposes, the first column contains on -order
quantity, the second column the card
code (which reflects the type of transaction involved and, in this case, the
code would be " O " to reflect "balance"), then item number, quantity, unit
price and value as well as maximum, order point, minimum, and available quantities. A new balance card is prepared
as a result of the activity of each storeroom line item. This activity can be any
of nine types, starting with issues and
ending with debit transfers. The order
point quantity allows sufficient lead time
to reorder a replenishment stock. The
minimum quantity is a danger level, at
which point either expediting of the purchase or cancellation of the stock item is
in order. The available balance is always
the addition of on -order quantity and
quantity balance on hand.
2. When the stores card is used for current
activity, the first column provides for

source document reference number and
other columns used include charge code,
item number, quantity, unit price and
value. These cards are processed from
source documentation, with a card for
each specific increment of activity. The
key- punched cards are mechanically verified. All activity cards for a given day
are sorted together on item number for
a net posting against the previous balance
card for any item which was active in
the day in question. From this a new
balance card is created and is merged
into the overall balance card deck. A
control is accomplished by proving the
total of old balance cards reflecting active items on the specific day plus the
total activity which must equal the new
dollar balance of active cards. The daily
activity is further accumulated for each
day in the month or type of activity.
This provides a similar balance control of
the end -of -the month balance.

Still another tabulating card is used to accumulate net use history for each
storeroom line item each month over a period of six months. From this card,
use history reports are prepared which serve in replenishing stock and adjusting
maximum and minimum balances.
Tabulating Reports Issued
There are eight reports which are produced on a daily, weekly or monthly
basis. The Daily Activity Listing (Exhibit 1) indicates document date, stores
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control number of cacti item, document reference number, type of activity, debit
quantity, credit quantity, new quantity balance, quantity on order, and available
balance (the result of the addition of the on -hand and on -order balances). This
could be made into a visual record if run on facsimile posting paper and reproduced on a facsimile posted card.
A second report is the daily reorder listing which indicates item control
number, on -order quantity, on -hand quantity, standard unit price, extended dollar balance, reorder code, established maximum and minimum quantities, and
available balance. This reorder listing is a result of processing daily new balance
cards through the calculating machine. There the order point is subtracted from
the available balance. A credit indicates that the re -order point is reached. A
further change now being worked into the procedure will call for a second
calculation of quantity balance minus minimum. Here, if a credit is reached,
either expediting or cancellation of the stock item will be in order.
A weekly cost center information report contains week ending date, stores control number, charge code of the cost center receiving the material, source document reference number, quantity, unit price, and extended dollar balance of
the stores material affected. This listing is forwarded to the materials handling
department where a copy of each stock issue or return ticket is attached to the
corresponding listing and a complete set is sent to the department or division
head whose cost center incurred the cost arising out of the specific stores activity.
This report, besides conveying the total cost being charged, also provides very
important after -the -fact supervisory control over material being consumed.
The weekly excess stores listing shows the stores item number, quantity, unit
price and extended dollar balance of all materials transferred to the excess account. From this report, the materials handling department is able to study
and dispose of stores no longer necessary to the work of the Laboratory.
There is also a monthly balance Listing which contains all information found
on the balance card for each line item of stock, whether or not the item was
active during the month. This list includes item number, quantity on hand, unit
price, and value, and also maximum, order point, minimum and available quantities. The information is shown for each line item and each storeroom throughout the Laboratory and the footed total of all dollar balances is used in the
reconciliation to the total contained in the general ledger inventory account.
A monthly cost distribution listing is prepared to distribute the cost of stores
issues, less returns, to all program activities and Laboratory cost centers.
The Monthly All Activity Report is shown as Exhibit 2. As the name implies,
this consolidated report includes all activity arising out of the nine types of docuJ U L Y , 1956
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AC T IV I TY

Ref er ence
Document
Nu mber
St o r e s C o nt r o l Nu mbe r a nd C o de
Da te
3/2 8/6
3/28 /6
3/28/6
3/2 8/6
3/28/6
3/2 8/6

0 6 - 0 0 - 1 2 -2 0 - 0 0 0 5 -0 0
0 6 - 0 0 - 1 Z - 2 0 - 0 0 0 5 -0 0
0 5 - 0 0 - 4 6 -0 3 - 0 0 2 4 -0 0
0 5 - 0 0 - 1 6 - 0 3 - 0 0 3 8 -0 0
0 5 - 0 0 - 1 6 -0 5 - 0 0 0 3 -0 0
0 5 - 0 0 - 1 6 -1 0 - 0 0 0 1 -0 0

86 3 6 8

1

89 4 0
19 89 14
79661
19 89 14
19 89 14

8
2
1
2
Z

LISTING
New
Qu a nti t y
Bala nce

Cr edit
Qu a nti t y

Debit
Qu a nt i t y

6.0
12 .0

On Order

47.0
83.0

100.0
1.0

47 .0
83 .0
1Z.0
101.0
58.0

12.0

100.0
80 .0

New
Ava i l a bl e
Balance

101.0
58.0

*
*
*
*
*

EXHIBIT 1

MONTHLY ALL - ACTIVITY RE P ORT

Tr ansDo cu mo nt
ac n o n Refer ence
Date
St o res Co n t ro l Nu mbe r Co de Nu mber

Debi t o r
Credi t ( -)
Qu anti t y

Unit
Pri ce

_ Act i vi t y Co st Recapi t u l at i o n
Is au ee k Rece i pt s k
Ret u r n- Ret u r ns t o Adj u st - Trans Act i vi t y T o St o ck Vendo r
rn a nt .
fers
1 4 3
2 k 4
6 6 7
8 4 9
Co st

2 -22
3- 05
3- 12
3- 09
2 - 22

4.01.0.
3. 0 10.0
4.0-

2. 52 0
2. 5 2 0
2. 52 0
2. 52 0
2. 52 0

10.082. 5 2 7.5625 . 2 0
10.08-

11- 12- 12- 001Z - 00
11. 12 - 12- 0012 - 00
11- 12 - 12- 0012 -00
11- 12. 12. 00 12 - 00
11- 12 - 12- 0012 -00

06
06
06
06
06

1
1
1
2
8

71 45 2
71 7 2 9
71 8 8 7
19 79 19
12367

2.03- 12
3- 08

11- 12 - 12- 0013 - 00 06
11- 12 - 12- 0013 -00 0 6

1
8

71 8 8 7
119 15

10.082.527.5625 .2 0
10.08-

5. 0 4 - -

3.03.0-

2. 59 0
2. 59 0

6.03.08
2- 22

11. 12 - 12- 0014 - 00 0 6
11- 12- 12 . 0014 - 00 0 6

8
8

119 15
I Z3 6 7

3. 0 2.0-

4.0 90
4. 09 0

2 - Z8
2 -2 3

11- 12- 14- 0001 -00 0 6
11- 12 - 14- 0001 - 00 06

7
1

71 9 4 6 2 2
715 2 4

5.0594 .0
7 8 9. 0 -

.010
.010

20 . 16 -

7. 77 7. 7 7 -

7.77-

15 . 5 4 - *

7. 7 7 -

25 .2 0

10.08-

7.777. 7 7 -

12.278. 1 8 -

12.27S. 18-

20.45 - *
5. 94
7 . 8 9-

Z0 . 4 5 5. 94
7. 8 9 -

36. 99 - * *

50. 87-

49. 12

5.94

41. 18-

36. 99 - * * *

EXHIBIT 2

SIX

St o r es Co ntro l Nu m be r

MO NTH

Octobe r

USE

HISTORY

Mo n t h l y
No vember

Ne t

Unit

Ac t i vi t y

Janu ary

6.

6.o

7.0

07- 12- 19 - 0020 -00

1.0

1.0

1.0

08-12-19-0020-00

2.0

2.0
3.0

1.0

7.0

o

05- 12 -19 - 0020 -00
06- 12 -19- 00 20 -00

February

13- 12 -19- 0020 -00
10.0

13.0

2.0
10.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0
2.0

1.0
1.0

1. 0
1.0

2.0

12.0
12.0

6.o

32 .0

1.0
11.0

8.0
1.0

2.0
1.0

1.0
8.0

March

1.0

2.0

11 - 1 2 -1 9 - 0 0 2 0 -0 0

07- 12 -19 - 0021 -00
11 - 1 2 -1 9 - 0 0 2 1 -0 0

Iss u e

December

9.0
9.0
18.0

EXHIBIT 3
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mentation processed each day during the accounting month. Each day, as the
activity cards are processed, they are duplicated and set aside for the monthly all
activity report. Currently, this information is merged approximately every week,
thus putting the file in complete item- number - within- storeroom sequence for the
preparation of the all activity report at the end of the month. Each source
document reference number is listed. Hence, the report presents a statement of
the debit and credit activity within each subsidiary stores account. Through the
transaction code found in the original activity card, the net dollar activity is
recapped on this report in terms of net issues and returns to stock, net receipts
and returns to vendor, net adjustments and net transfers.
Simultaneously with the running of this activity, two types of summary cards
are punched. One, accumulating net quantity activity by storeroom line item
and the other accumulating net dollar activity by storeroom and commodity.
The summary cards prepared in this operation are then separated into two groups.
The first group, containing net quantity activity by storeroom line item, is combined with prior month's groups with the same information for the preparation
of the six -month -use history. The second group of summary cards is the basis
of a report of net dollar activity by storeroom within commodity group. For
example, through this means, the activity of the stationery commodity is reported
for each storeroom and then for all storerooms throughout the Laboratory. This
provides a complete resume of activity from which all further reporting which
may be desired is possible. The six -month -use history just mentioned appears
here as Exhibit 3. At the conclusion of each month, the monthly net unit issue
activity for each storeroom line item is recapped for each of the six months ending with the current month. A subtotal is indicated for each month, to report
the net issue activity for each item regardless of storeroom. This information is
used for reorder reference and minimum and maximum control. Basically, it
takes the place of a reference to a historical stores ledger card.
Improvements Which Have Been Made in the Procedure
As in the past, a constant effort is still being made to simplify and increase
the effectiveness of the stores control tabulating application. For example, the
stores control number is now being condensed from 14 to 10 digits, with the
elimination of the category and alphabetic reference codes and the rearrangement
of the sequence of the codes within the control number in the following way:
Current number —
Store Category Alphabet Item
Suffix Commodity
00 — 00 — 00 — 0000 — 00 — 00
J U L Y , 1956
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Revised number —
Commodity
00
—

Item
0000

—

Suffix
00

—

Store
00

In addition to simplifying the control number, this revision will simultaneously
eliminate all current tabulating activity required to report commodity informaton from source data prepared in storeroom sequence. Under the new method,
the tabulating section will not be required to summary punch commodity data
in addition to resorting detail activity for the storeroom, since all activity will
be reported in commodity sequence. Storeroom control on a commodity basis
will still be possible, however, for both activity and balance cards will contain
commodity code designation and commodity listings will be broken down by
storeroom line item detail. This grouping within commodities of all like storeroom line items has a further advantage in that unit price differences will be
easily found and corrected. For some reason, this has been a problem under the
decentralized stores operation.
Another improvement along the way occurred in 1953 when a standard price
system was established to eliminate the time - consuming recomputation of
weighted average price and provide a standard for cataloging purposes. In addition, this was a convenient way to include freight costs in the unit price and
also eliminate the problem of pricing issues of material prior to the recording
of the official receipt. Under the weighted average method, the new price was
not computed until the receipt was reported and, therefore, issues processed
prior to this calculation ran into difficulty.
A new general ledger liability account is also being established. This will
accept the credit offsetting a standard cost debit to the inventory account.
Through the use of the new account, the tabulating distribution of receiving reports will be entered in the subsidiary record and the general ledger in the same
way. This will eliminate an intermediate ledger which has been maintained to
enable reporting to tie in to the general ledger inventory account which, up to
now, has been charged only with contras to accounts payable and accrued liability
items. Payments for inventory acquisitions will be charged to the new liability
account. Its balance will, therefore, represent items received which have been
recorded in the general ledger inventory account but neither numbered in accounts payable nor accrued, and the price variation between actual price and the
standard price on vouchers paid in the current month.
Another rectification of procedure involved price variance determination. Under standard costs, the price variance is journalized to operating on cost each
month supported by a detail of the differences between standard and actual
prices. At the start, we attempted to determine this difference automatically.
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Tabulating cards recording the receipt of merchandise were matched with the
cards recording the accounts payable cost distribution to get the price difference.
Problems arose where there were two receipts on one day from the same purchase
order, as in the case of a standing order, and only one accounts payable voucher
card which would match against both receipts (although appropriate only against
one) . Also, the entire receipt card would match against an accounts payable
voucher representing only a freight payment and, then, of course, there were
wrong dates, etc. All of this caused a tremendous job in attempting to unscramble the tabulating reports. Experience has shown that the way to avoid such
problems is to keep the chance of error out of the tabulating reports. For this
reason, the current procedure manually matches the receipt report tabulating
cards with accounts payable voucher copies and only matched cards are collated
with the accounts payable card decks for the price variance run. This has removed about half of the clerical effort involved in the month -end reconciliation.
It has also brought this work to a more current basis.

EXHIBIT 4
J U L Y , 1956

1i79

Stores Control Tabulating Application Flow Chart
The entire procedure, including changes, is depicted in the comprehensive flow
chart shown as Exhibit 4. This chart starts with the various types of transactions and carries them through the key punch and machine operations to the
resulting reports.
Results of the Application
Some of the major benefits gained from the tabulating stores control application are:
1. All central and site store balances are
available in one location. This has enabled better utilization of stores and has
been a deciding factor in reducing the
overall stores balances.
2. Greater accuracy is achieved with less
administrative cost incurred.
3. Reordering is triggered through an automatic process of comparing the available
balance on hand with the prescribed reorder balance.

4. Cost distributions are simplified, more
accurate, and tie in with stores activity.
5. The overall inventory management has
been facilitated tremendously by the
availability of more current consolidated
information.
6. Subsidiary ledger balances can be summarized monthly for the very important
reconciliation with the general ledger.
7. Stores catalogs containing standard price
information can be prepared on the
tabulating machines.

The increase in stores efficiency through better and more available operating
data at less cost is very apparent in a few statistics. From the inception of the
tabulating stores system in 1951, the inventory turnover has been increased 108
per cent with a corresponding decrease in the balance of stores on hand. At
the same time, there has been a reduction of 29 per cent in total clerical and
tabulating cost.
This stores control tabulating machine application, with a considerable reduction in cost, has thus greatly expanded both the administrative and accounting
control over a widely - decentralized stores inventory servicing an unusually flexible demand for material. Under this system, the tabulating equipment has replaced the stores ledger card and performs the accounting department function
of developing the amounts for periodic charges to expense accounts and relief
of the inventory. The tabulating equipment is also used to develop various inventory status reports and listings. Lastly and very important, the tabulating
system enables true general ledger control over the enormous detail characteristic
in any stores inventory control system.
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Clerical Cost Control In the Payroll
Department —A Case Study
by MICHAEL SCHIFF*
Industrial Consultant and Professor of Accounting, Graduate School of Business,
New York University, New York, N. Y.

The three steps applied to appraising the work load for the payroll
department of the hypothetical company used as an example here are,
in fact, three methods. All are used in this instance to get closer to
the actual situation. These methods employ, respectively, historical
data, operational time estimates, and standard times.

of this article to
Ipresent a simple method
for the conT IS TH E PURPOSE

trol of clerical costs, to permit a start
in the control of cost in an area which
has too long been neglected. Although
more refined techniques have been developed and are being used, a modest
approach such as the one used here
might well produce results justifying
more extensive application. This paper will recount a study of payroll
department costs.
First, it should be said that the
success of any study of the type outlined here hinges upon the attitude
of the analyst when conducting the
study, which will have a direct bearing on the cooperation received from
both the supervisor and the other employees in the department. One cannot sufficiently stress the need for
gaining the confidence of employees
so that they will cooperate in the
completion of the task. A number of
companies follow the practice of announcing that no layoffs will result
from the study and meticulously adhere

to this policy. Should a reduction in
staff be called for as a result of a study,
it is accomplished by effecting transfer
or by failing to make replacements resulting from normal turnover.
In short, the first step in any study,
regardless of technique, concerns itself with informing both the department supervisor and the employees of
the objectives of the study and the
methods to be used.
What This Payroll Department Is
Required to Accomplish

The Lyons Corp. is a hypothetical
company engaged in the manufacture
of a group of products marketed directly to industrial users. The situation
of its payroll department may be
briefly depicted. There are now six employees in this department and a supervisor. This department is responsible
for completing all payroll tasks for the
company which currently employs 600
people paid weekly. No incentive plans
are in effect. Some time in the past,
the Lyons Corp. instituted a job evaluated series of grade levels ranging

• Prepared with the assistance of Frank H. Kopp.
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from Grade A, the lowest, to Grade
G, the highest non - supervisory clerical
position. The payroll clerks in the department under review are all in Grade
D. This grade has a salary range
from $50 to $70 per 40 hour week.
The payrolls are prepared manually,
using equipment such as comptometers, calculators, and typewriters.
Step 1: Work -Load and Staff Required
on a Historical Basis

The supervisor was asked to prepare a historical record of the volume
of work processed by his group for
BA SI C

Month
July
A u g.
Sept.
Oct.
N o v.
De c.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Ma y
June

Payrol l
Accounts
57 5
57 5
580
580
600
600
605
60 0
60 0
601
60 0
60 0

Av e rage - a600

a year or so. (If this information is
not available, a sampling can be made,
covering a representative period of
time.) No attempt was made to time
study operations at this point. These
volume data were obtained for the purpose of developing a broad index
which would be representative of the
total group activity. (In other cases,
if it is found that there is no central item of work which relates to all
other work and to a substantial portion of the time the entire group
as might occur in a general accounting office concerned with entries in

DATA F OR COST CON T ROL
Payrol l D e part me nt
(Review of Year
)
Ov e r ti m e
Sli ps

N o. of
De ducti ons

STUDY

N o . of
Ab se nces

N o , of
Payrol l Cl e rks
6
4
6
5
7
8
7
5
5
6
6
6

30
33
31
32
34
32
40
33
28
29
31
32

1,000
1,020
1, 020
1, 02o
1,050
1, 055
1,060
1,055
1,061
1,065
1, 062
1, 057b

250
26 0
26 0
275
290
300
340
320
280
275
28 0
275

30

1,060

275

a. Adj usted by r efere nce t o fut ure t rend in vo lume.
b • D e t a i l a n a l ys i s o f J u n e d e d u c t i o n s
Cre di t U ni on
Bonds
Co mp an y Lo an s

210
25 0
2

Bl ue Cross
Te l e phone

475
120
1, 057

EXHIBIT 1
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PAYROLL DEPARTMENT WORK LOAD AS REFLECTED BT
THE AVERAGE NUMEER OF EMPLOYEE ACCOUNTS

NP
�

AVERAGE
N0.
OF
ACCTS
HANDLED

LOF
—

/

1

OYEES ACCITS
I

1

650

11

10

9

8

120
I

640

630

1

110

/
/

620

\

V

— '

/

- 100
\

Avenge Number of
Accounts Handled

/
\
\

Number o f

[

� n� �

Payroll Accounts 90

/

�

80

610
/

70

\

7

600

6

590

5

580

4

570

3

560

30

2

550

20

u

- - - - - - - - 60

n,
-�-�-�

/
v

J

A

50

Number of Payroll Clerks

S

0

N

D

J

F

40

M

A

M

J

MONTHS

EXHIBIT 2

journal, posting to ledgers and the
preparation of reports, some artificial
index must be developed.)
In the case under study, the average
number of employee payroll accounts
served as an activity index. From the
report of th e supervisor as shown in
Exhibit 1, a graph was plotted showing (1 ) the number of employees in
J U L Y , 1956

the payroll department, (2 ) the aver age number of accounts handled per
month, and (3 ) average number of
accounts handled per payroll depart ment clerk (Exhibit 2). It can be observed by reference to this chart which
discloses department work -load related to staff, that four times during
the year the volume of accounts han1383

died per payroll department employee
went to about 120 or over. Inasmuch
as the number of payroll accounts was
generally 600 or less, there was reason
to believe that the payroll department
could operate with five clerks rather
than the six employed at the time of
the study. Our attention here is on the
topic of control under present methods. However, in connection with any
study of clerical cost control, the analyst should be mindful of the econoSC HE D UL E

OF

PAYROLL

D EP A RTM EN T

Re c e i ve , c o m p u t e , c h e c k , r e c o r d ,
f i l e o ve r t i m e s l i p s
R e c e i ve , r e c o r d
return att en.

c

dance shee t.
R e c e i - , r e c o r d , f i l e no t i c e o f

AN D

( Z)

Estimated
Un i t Ti m
(in m i n u t e s )

Vo l ume

1.2 1 .lip
1.0 1r eco rd

ESTIM ATED

OP ERATIO N AL

(3)
To t a l
Hours
Required
(Es timate d)
(1 ) X ( 2 )

(4)

TI M E

VAL U E

(5)

(6)

Ad j u s t e d

U n i t Ti m e
O b s e r ve d
( Ti m e St u d y )
( i n mi n ut e s )

U n i t Ti m e
Oi n mi nu t e s )
(1Z 1% of 4)

To t a l
Hour.
(5 )X(2 )

30

.6

9 /slip

1.09

.5

600

10 .0

.6 /.lip

73

7. 3

25

1. 3

.7

1s li p

.85

4

4.0

.4 1acct.
.2 / cl ip
3 /re co rd

.48

4.8

.24
.36

2.4
1.7

1.45

14. 5

.

b

The task of preparing estimated
operational time for each step of the

,

a

De s c r ipt i o n

Step 2: Work -Load as Determined by
Operational Time Estimates

F U N C TI O N S

(1)

Ope r aii o n
No.

mies which may be yielded from work
simplification. In this case, further
study is called for and it is suggested
that a review be made to secure improved methods by using work simplification techniques. However, no attempt will be made here to discuss the
work simplification angle.

.

3 . 0 / no t i c e

I

deduc tion.
M ai nt ai n wo r kc ar d f o r e ac h
e m p l o y e e po s t i ng:
Sal ary

2
3

Over t im e
Ab s e n t e e i s m ( a l l o w e d o r

0 .4 1 a c c o unt
0 . 4 / a c c o un t
0 . 3 / ac c o unt

600
600
275

4.0
1.4

4

di . aH o we d)
De du c t i o ns ( b o nd s , b l u e c r u s e ,

2.0 /. 'count

60 0

20.0

60 0
600
60 0

10 .0
27.0
10 .0
20.0

1. 3 / acc t .
6 / ac c t .
I 2 h r e / wk

16 .0

d

1. Z /ac ct .

c r e d i t u n i o n , l o an s )

h

P r e par e c he c ks o n t ype wr i t e r
s h o wi n g n a m e o f pa y e e , a d d r e c s ,
g r o s s s a l a r y . a d j u s t m e n t . , ne t
salary

i

Maintain personnel records
s h o wi n g po s i t i o n . s a l a r y . r a t e
changes, dates, dependents,

/ ac c o u nt
/ a c c o u nt
/ a c c o unt
hre / wk
/chock

.8 / a c c o un t

1 . 4 / c he c k

.9 7
1. 57
.7 3
14.52 hre.
1.69

9.7
15.7
7.3
14. 5
16 .9

4 . 5 h r s / wk

5.4 5 hrs

5. 5

.

1.0
2.7
1.0
20.0
1.6

-

I
g

To t a l n e t p a y
C o m p u t e a n d p o s t Fe d . I nc . Ta x
C o m p u t e a n d p o e t F . O . A. I. Ta x
Re c o nc i l e

600

'

5

5. 0 hre / wk

5.0

etc.
To t a l T i m e R e q u i r e d p e r W e e k
J

12 9. 3

P re par e and iss ue quart erl y t ax
raP'r[a 2
Pre pare and issue W-2 fo rms}

k

To t a l Ti m e F i r s t We e k fn J a n u a r y

101 .2

35.0

35.0

25 .0

25.0

189.3

161.2

' A l l e m p l o y e e . l i v e a n d w o r k i n N e w Yo r k S t a t e .
Z T i m e s h o w n r e l a t e s t o f i r s t we e k f o l l o wi n g e n d o f c a l e n d a r q u a r t e r .
3W o r k do n e i n J a n u a r y o f e a c h y e a r .
Ti m e s h o wn i s 1 / 4 o f t o t al t i m e .
4 Ba e d on t i m e s t u dy .
5 Ad j u s t e d f o r a d d i t i o n a l t i m e a s f o l l o w s : 5 % f o r p e r s o n a l u s e , 5 % f o r n o r m a l f a t i g u e ,
11 0 %)
1 2 1 %.
t h i s I . e s t i m a t e d a n d d o e s no t r e q u i r e a n y a l l o w a n c e .
.

a n d n o r m a l i nt e r r u pt i o n ( I1 0 %x .( 1 0 % o f

10- 1. for s m a l l J o b s
No t e n o a dj u s t m e n t i s m a d e t o q u a r t e r l y r e p o r t t i m e a s

EXHIBIT 3
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work being performed should be the
joint responsibility of the department
supervisor and the analyst. Generally
speaking, the combination of the
knowledge and experience of both will
result in reasonable estimates of time
requirements. Where differences of
opinion occur, they can be resolved by
actually observing the time taken for
the particular step in question. The estimate to be derived is not an historical average but rather a subjective
evaluation by the analyst.
For the case at hand, Exhibit 3 sets
forth the operations as observed, the
estimated time and the total hours
(Column 3) considering average volume (Column 2) and adjusting for
special operations required at the end
of each calendar quarter and at the
end of the year.
It appears that in weeks other than
those at the end of a calendar quarter
or in the month of January, the estimated time to complete all operations
is 129.3 hours. In this illustration, for
each of the estimates, allowances for
personal time, fatigue, etc. were incorporated. Some analysts prefer estimates
which exclude personal time and, when
these estimates are completed, make an
over -all adjustment for personal time.
(The latter technique is illustrated below in the section of this article dealing with time studied standards.) At
the end of each calendar quarter an
additional 35 hours is required to complete quarterly reports. It takes 100
J U L Y , 1956

hours to complete annual reports in
January and this task is spread through
the month of January. Accordingly,
during the first week in January the
work would require 189.3 hours
(129.3 + 35 + 1/4 of 100). The remaining weeks in January would require 154.3 hours (129.3 + 1/4 of
100) to complete the work. The week
following the end of each quarter,
when tax reports are due, would require 164.3 hours (129.3 + 35.0).
The weekly required hours then
were plotted for the first fifteen weeks
of the year (Exhibit 4). It should be
observed that even at peak operations,
five clerks could more than adequately
handle the operations of the payroll
department if the estimates are correct.
Except for four weeks in any one year
(first week of January, plus three
weeks following end of each quarter
for tax reports), four clerks would
suffice. For those four weeks, when the
number of required hours exceeds 160,
overtime work would be required to
a maximum of 29.3 hours in the first
week in January and 4.3 hours for
the other three weeks, including the
tax reports.
Step 3: Work -Load as Determined by
Time Study Standard

To this point, historical records
and judgment were used in an effort
to ascertain the correct work -load for
the payroll department. Experience has
shown that significant improvements in
1385

Hours
p er
week

No. of
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P a y r o ll
Clerks
-

_
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[DAD CHART - OPERATIONAL TDM ESTIMATE BASIS

Umul Weekly load of
129.3 plum 44of 100 bra.
for end of yr, reports

I80

5

Present Capacity with
estimated 5 clerks

160

4

140

LOST TIME

120

3

100
80

2

60

0 A

40

1

20
9
1

2

3
Jan.

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Weeks
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work efficiency have been achieved in
this fashion. Yet it is possible to se-

cure even more effective results by the
use of scientific standards developed

T IM E STUDY DAT A S H E E T
(D a t a t o H u n dr e d t h s p f a n H o u r )
Dept : P a yr o l l
O p e r a t o r : Hel en J o n e s
Op e r a t i o n : P r e p a r e p a y r o l l c h e c k s o n t yp e w r i t e r .

No.

Opera tio n step

1

P ick u p check, ca rb o n s,
a s s e m b l e , p l a c e i n t yp e w r i t e r , po s i t i o n

2

Tu r n w o r k c a r d t o n e x t

C yc l e
1

2

3

4

5

. 10

. 11

. 10

. 12

.09

.06

.0 6

.06

.0 5

.06

Dat e:

6

7

3/2 2/5 6

8

9

10

To t a l

Rat i ng

. 10 . 13

. 16

.09

. 10

1. 10

100

. 11

.07 .07

.0 5

.06

.0 6

.60

100

.06

.27

3.09

110

.34

ac c o u n t
3

Typ e - n a m e , a d d r e s s , da t e

.2 5

.3 3

.31

.3 8

.22

.27 .29

.3 1

.46

4

Typ e - aal ar y, p r o m , d e d ,
ne t p a y

.5 3

.6 1

.69

.6 3

.57

.59 .6 0

.5 3

.61

.69

6.05

10 5

.64

5

Remo ve f ro m mach ine

.04

.04

.04

.04

.05

.04 .04

.04

.0 5

.0 4

.42

100

.04

6

Sepa rat e c o pi es, set a si de

.2 3

.23

.27

.21

.22

.27 .24

.26

.29

.23

2.45

90

.22

1 . Z1

1.38

1 .4 7

1.4 3

1.2 1

1.34 1.37

1.35

1 .5 6

1 .3 9

To t a l s

1.41

EXH IBI T 5
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through accepted time study techniques
or predetermined time standards. These
standards, minimizing the extent of
subjective judgment, would tend to
lead to a more accurate and a more
readily acceptable measuring rod. In
addition, where time study is carried
on, much greater emphasis must necessarily be placed upon work simplification, leading to significant economies
in this area as well.
Hence, it was proposed that time
standards be determined for the operations of the payroll department of the
Lyons Corp. Observations were made
of the various operations performed by
the clerks in the department and these
were recorded on time -study sheets of
the type illustrated in Exhibit 5. The
results of the time study for each of

the operations are listed in Column 4.
Column 5 lists the operational time as
observed, adjusted for allowances for
personal time and normal fatigue by
10 per cent and an additional 10 per
cent of the total for small jobs and
normal interruptions. (When actually
making a study these percentages
would be based on company policy
plus derivation.) The adjusted unit
time for each operation was then multiplied by the volume of work (Column 2) to give total allowed hours
per month for each of the operations at the volume levels shown
(Column 6). The estimated time required for quarterly and annual reports was added to the weekly allowed
hours to give a total of 161.4 hours for
the first week of the year. For the

EXHIBIT 6
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le. of
No
Clerks
C

CONTROL CHART - PERSONNEL CURVE FOR NOt31AL WORK LOAD BASED ON TIME STANDARDS.

4

Roquirs 4 Clarks

i /
�

Require 2 Clerks

n
I

i

1

Re9uiro 2 Clarka
f -- - - i

2

n
101,4 hre, per normal week
101,4 *600 aceta-.169 hrs /acct

'
1

Re qui re 1 C l e r k - -

(¢).169x100- 16,9 hrs.-40

hr s •. 4 2

(b).169x3DO- 50.l+4D hre 1.27
hrs -2 .5 4
( c ) . 69

Clerks
aired
fo r W o rk L o a d

O l /
100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

NUMBER OF PAYROLL ►CODUNTS HANDLED
eAeauuee r e l a t i o n s h i p f o r o v e r t i me , abs enc es, e t c „ w i l l b e m a i n t a i n e d .

EXHIBIT 7
re m a i n de r of the week s in the m o n t h

to 1 2 6 .2

of January, the allowed hours amounted

week in which quarterly returns are

DEPARTMENT
Dept .

P a yr o l l

No. o f E m p l o ye e s

Unit
W o rk M e a s ur e d b y P a y ro ll Ac c t s . '
Ov e rt i me Sli ps (a ) 2
Abs e nce Re co rds (d3 ) 2
De duc t i o n No t i c e s (c ) 2
Qua rt e r ly R e p o r t s ( j)
Annua l Re po r t s (k)
To t a l

VARIANCE
3

Actual
Vo l u me
60 1
35
260
22
-

(1 0 1 . 2 +

25 .0 ).

For the

REPORT

Su per vi so r
Standard Unit
T i m e ( H r s ).
0. 164
0.018
0.006
0.014
35 hre /qua rt e r
10 0 hr. / y e a r

We e k E n d i n g
Standard Total
Ti m e ( H r . . )
98 .6
.6
1. 5
.3
1 0 .10

Ot he r: Abs e nc e
Va ca ti on
L o a ne d t o o t he r De pt s .
To t al
Ac t u a l Ho u r s ( 3 X 4 0 )

Actual T i m e
(Hr s. )
101 .0
1. 0
1.0
.5
103.5

Ef f i c i e nc y
98%
601
150-1.
60%.

97. 6%

7, 0
0. 0
Z. 0
112. 5
12 0. 0

Id l e T i m e

7, 5

' i n c l u d e d h e r e a r e o p e r a t i o n s b , d 1 , d 2 , d4 , d 5 , e , f , h , (S ee E x hi b i t 3 )
all m easu r ed i n u ni ts o f nu m ber o f ac co u nt s o r
Add: 14. 5 2 hr e / we ek ( g) + 5 . 4 5 h re / week (i ) . 1 9 . 9 7 hre / w e e k i 6 0 0 a c c o u n t s .
. 03 3 3hre /a c ct . X 6 0 mi n.
9. 8 4 mi n / ac ct . F 60 - 0 . 16 4 bra /a c ct .

7 . 8 6 m i n / a cc t .
1. 9 8 mi n / a c c t .

25 e e E x h i b i t 3 f o r t i m e f o r t h e s e o p e r a t i o n s .

EXHIBIT 8
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prepared, the allowed hours came to
136.2 (101.2 + 35.0). This information is reflected in a Load Chart (Exhibit 6 ) and in a Control Chart (Exhibit 7).
It will be noted that on this basis
three clerks could adequately handle
the work -load of this department in all
weeks of the year, with the exception
of four weeks in January and three
other weeks following the end of calendar quarters. This extra work could
well be handled by having the three
clerks work overtime during these periods. The control chart could be
used as a guide for future operations
in making decisions relative to increasing or decreasing the number of clerks

in the payroll department, based on
the standards developed and not subjective opinion.
Vari an ce An al ysi s and i dl e T im e R ep o rt

The final point in this case relates to
variance analysis. Where standards
have been developed, it is possible to
compare actual performance at any
time to the standard and to analyze
any deviations from the standard, with
all the inherent advantages of such
comparison. Such a simplified analysis
is shown in Exhibit 8. It is shown
here for the week under review. An
overall efficiency of 97.6 per cent was
achieved and idle time amounted to
7.5 hours.

"What! No Clock Cards?"
by A. O. HARDING
Treasurer, New Castle Products, Inc., New Castle, Indiana

The procedure and time recording form substituted when the company which provides the background for this paper decided to do
away with time clocks, are compactly presented here, together with
the in -plant notices to foremen and operators which introduced the
procedural change.

years we have
F avoided the use two
of time cards in
OR MORE THAN

recording the time worked by our
hourly employees and everyone is
happy over the situation. The time
clock has been traditional in American industry for many years. In eliminating it from the scene we felt many
misgivings. However, we also received
J U L Y , 1956

backing. Our first approach was to the
union which concurred wholeheartedly
with the project. Various levels of
supervision were sounded out and
everyone seemed in accord with the
idea. Approval for the plan was then
obtained from the wage and hour authorities and we were ready to start.
However, we knew that, if the plan
13 8 9

IN D I V ID U A L

Opera tion

Hours

CARD
Week E ndi ng

Qu a nti t y

FOR

AC C O U N TI N G

USE

Rat e
To t a l Ti me . . . . . . .. . H R S.
Overtime Hrs............
Regu l ar Earni ngs........
Over t i me E ar ni ngs.......
To t al
Bonus Earnings..........
Total Earnings. ..... .....
DE D UC TION S:
Ta x a n d O . A. B . . .
Bonds
Credit Union
Ins u r a nce
Union Dues.........
Miscell aneo u s

ON LY

..............

$
$

$

Tu e sd a y

$

TOTAL

$

Mo nday

$

$

De pt .

LABO R

Name

Payro ll No .:
D AY

WE E KLY

$

TOTAL

$

$

.............
.......
..........
......
$

$

We dn es da y

TOTAL
De pt .

WE E K LY SU MM AR Y
O pe r a t i o n Qu ant it y H o u r s

Amo

Sat u rd ay
TOTAL
E m p l o ye e : _
Su pe rvis o r:

Hours

Am o u n t

TOTAL
TO T AL

EXHIBIT 1

were to be successful from the management point of view, definite savings
would need to be accomplished.
The system then in use required that
factory personnel maintain daily time
cards, recording hours spent on each
job by punching the time clock in and
out. In addition, each employee was
required to punch a weekly time card
recording the time spent in the factory.
At the end of the week, the information on the five daily time cards was
accumulated by the payroll department
and the information recorded on another card. This card was then compared with the weekly time card of the
employee to agree with hours worked.
The daily cards were used for the allocation of direct labor costs and the
1390

weekly time cards were sent to the payroll department for the writing of
checks.
This made time - saving in time -recording a rather easy goal, if we could
dispense with clock cards. It was decided that adequate information for
both our cost and payroll departments
could be obtained by each employee
keeping a weekly labor card. The form
which appears as Exhibit 1 was found
to be adequate. The information
needed could be recorded with minimum effort.
Obtaining Acceptance of the Change

It was recognized that, for an honor
system such as we were proposing to
work, proper acceptance by each emN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

N O TI C E

TO

F A C TO R Y

SUP ER V ISO R S
PROCEDURES

OF

NEW

TIME

RECORDING

1.

R acks will b e m ain tain e d in t h e d e p artm e n t are as fo r th e lab o r ca rd s.

2.

Ea c h o p e ra t o r w ill fill o u t t h e la b o r c a rd s ea c h d a y a s fo llow s :
a.
b.
C.

d.

3.

S h o w o p e r a t i o n s worked.
S h o w t i m e w o r k e d o n e a c h o p e r a t i o n . P o r t i o n s of
ho u rs w o rke d w ill b e re c o rd e d in t e n t h s of ho u rs .
S h o w q u a n t it y p ro d u c ed if a p p l ic ab le .
Sh o w th e d ep artmen t nu m b er to th e left o f th e
o p eratio n n u m b er.

At t he en d of t he w ee k, the s u p e r v is o r a n d t h e em p lo y ee w ill ea c h s ign
th e lab o r card at th e b o tto m .
Th e e m p l o y e e i s s i gn in g t o t h e e f f e c t t h a t t h e
tim e h e h as re co rd ed is a tr u e statem en t o f actu al tim e wo rked .
Th e
su p erv iso r is n o t h eld resp o n sib le fo r t h e ac cu racy o f th e tim e wo rk ed as
re p o rt e d b y t h e e m p lo y e e .

4.

Th e l a b o r c a r d s a r e t o b e c o m p l e t e l y f i l l e d o u t a n d s ig n e d b y 3:00 p . m .
F r id a y . Th e s u p e rvi s o r w i ll b ri n g t h e la b o r c a r d s fo r h i s d e p a rt m e n t
t o t h e p a y r o l l d e p a r t m e n t b e t w e e n 3:O Op . m , a n d 3 : 4 5 p . m . e a c h F r i d a y
a f t e r n o o n . H e w i l l e x c h a n g e t h e m f o r t h e c h e c k s f o r t h e e m p l o y e e s in
h is d e p a rt m e n t a n d a l s o fo r t h e n e w la b o r ca rd s fo r t h e fo llo w in g w e e k.

5.

If an e m p l o y e e is g o i n g t o w o r k o v e r t i m e F r i d a y e v e n i n g o r o n S at u rd ay ,
t h e s u p e r v i s o r w i l l n o t t u r n h i s ca r d i n u n t i l M o n d a y m o r n i n g , b y 8 :0 0 a. m .
Th e p a y ro ll d e p a rt m e n t w ill m a in t a in a re c o rd o f la b o r c a rd s n o t t u rn e d in
Frid ay e ven in g.

6.

If a n e m p lo y e e is u n a b l e t o c o m p l e t e h i s l a b o r c a r d b e c a u s e o f a b s e n c e ,
t h e s u p e r v i s o r w i l l c o m p l e t e it b y n o t in g wh y a b s e n t (if kn o wn ), an d m a k i n g
t h e fo ll o win g n o t at i o n :
" F i l l e d i n b y m e in e m p l o y e e ' s a b s e n c e . "
Th e n t h e s u p e r v i s o r w i l l p u t h i s in i t ia l s a n d t h e d a t e a f t e r t h e n o t a t io n .

7.

In a ll ins t a n c e s th e t o t a l h o u rs w orke d fo r th e we e k will b e c om p u te d b y t h e
p ay ro ll d e p artm en t.

8.

If a n e m p l o y e e i s la t e , h e wi l l g o t o h i s s u p e r v i s o r a n d f i l l o u t a t a r d i n e s s
report.
Th e t a rd in e s s re p o rt w ill b e t u r n e d in t o t h e p e rs o n n e l d e p a rt m e n t .

9.

Th e em p l o y e e w i l l b e c o n s i d e r e d o n t i m e i f h e is in t h e b u i ld in g b y 7 :0 0 a. m .
o r 1:00 p . m .

10.

All e m p l o y e e s a r e t o r e m a i n i n t h e i r d e p a r t m e n t a r e a s u n t i l t h e 4 : 0 0 p . m .
b u z z e r s o u n d s if t h e y d o n o t c h o o s e t o t a k e ad va n t a ge o f t h e w a s h - u p p e ri o d .

11

Th e in a u gu r a t i o n a n d c o n t i n u a n c e o f t h is pla n is b a s e d u p o n t h e h o n e s t y o f t h e
in d i vid u al em p l o y e e . An y d is h o n es t y in c "n n ec t i o n wi t h t h is p l a n w i l l b e c a u s e
fo r im m e d iat e d ism is sa l.

12.

Fo r an y c ir cu m s t an ce s n o t co vered b y th e p ro ced u res , co n tact the p ayro ll
department.

EXHIBIT 2
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NO TIC E

TO

ALL

F A C TO R Y EM P L O Y EE S
PR OC EDUR E

OF

NEW

TI M E

READING

E f f e c t i v e J a n u a r y , t i m e c lo c k s w i l l n o l o n g e r b e u s e d b y N e w C a s t l e P r o d u c t s , In c.
Th i s m e a n s t h a t , in s t e a d o f p u n c h in g t h e t i m e c l o c k f o u r t i m e s a d a y , y o u w ill o n c e
a d ay e n t e r y o u r t im e wo r ke d o n y o u r l a b o r c ar d . Ge n er a l i n s t ru c t i o n s ar e o u t l i n e d
o n t h e f o r m , t h e f a c e a n d r e v e r s e o f w h i c h a r e s h o w n b e lo w :
( Face )
P r o c e d u r e f o r Re co rd ing D aily Ho ur s Worked
1. H o u r s w o r k e d e a c h d a y m u s t b e r e c o r d e d o n t h e t i m e c a r d b y t h e e m p l o y e e b e f o r e
the en d o f t h e e m p l o y e e 's w o r k d a y .
2. All e n t r ie s m u s t b e in in k a n d l e g i b l y w r i t t e n .
3. A b s o l u t e l y n o e r a s u r e s a r e t o b e m a d e .
4. I f a m i s t a k e i s m a d e i n e n t e r i n g t i m e t h e e m p l o y e e m u s t t a k e h i s o r h e r c a r d t o t h e
s u p e r vi s o r in w h o s e p r e s e n c e a l i n e s h o u ld b e d r aw n t h ro u g h t h e in co rr en t en t r y
a n d t h e c o r r e c t e d e n t r y p l a c e d in t h e s a m e b o x o n t h e c a r d . T h e e m p l o y e e m u s t
place his in itials n ear th e co rrected en try at th e tim e th e correctio, , is mad e.
5. T h e c a r d i s t o b e k e p t i n t h e c a r d r a c k l o c a t e d i n t h e a r e a i n w h i c h t h e e m p l o y e e
w o r k s e x c e p t w h e n it i s b e in g f ill e d o u t . Th e c a r d i s n e v e r t o b e t a ke n o u t o f t h e
b u i l d i n g b y t h e e m p l o y e e u n l e s s h e i s b e i n g t r a n s f e r r e d f r o m onle b u i l d i n g t o a n o t h e r .
6. W h e n a n e m p lo y e e i s b e in g t r a n s f e r r e d f r o m o n e d e p a r t m e n t t o a n o t h e r , h e w ill
ta ke h is tim e c a rd t o th e d ep a rt me n t t o w hic h h e is t ran s fe rre d .
7. W h e n a n e m p l o y e e i s t a r d y h e m u s t g o t h e s u p e r v i s o r a n d f i l l o u t a t a r d i n e s s r e p o r t .

8. A l l q u e s t i o n s a r e t o b e r e f e r r e d t o t h e s u p e r v i s o r .
9. If yo u have bee n abs ent, re p or t to th e pe r so n n el de p a rt m en t fo r y o u r c ar d .
( Reverse )
Ho w t o D e t e r m in e P a r t s on An Hour
If y o u wo rked t h is
num ber of minu te s

Us e Th is
Decim al

1
6
12
18
24

.1
.2
. 3
.4

to
t
to
to
to

5
11
17
23
29

If y o u wo rke d t h is
n i u r s b e r o f m in u t e s
30 t o
36 t o
42 to
48 to
54 t o

35
41
47
53
59

Us e Th is
Decim al
.5

.6
.7
.8
.9

If y o u ar e in d o u b t ch eck w it h y o u r s u p e r v i s o r
Ot h er in s t r u ct i o n s a n d c h a n ge s a r e a s f o l l o w s :
1. I f y o u a r e i n t h e b u i l d i n g b y 7 : 0 0 a . m . o r 1: 0 0 p . m . y o u a r e n o t c o n s i d e r e d l a t e .
2. Yo u a r e t o r e c o r d e a c h d a y y o u r o w n t i m e w o r k e d , o n y o u r l a b o r c a r d lo c a t e d i n a
ra c k i n y o u r d e p a r t m e n t a r e a s . Yo u a r e t o w ri t e y o u r t i m e w o r ke d in t h e t o t a l b o x .
Y o u a r e t o s i g n y o u r c a r d e a c h F r i d a y b e f o r e 3:00 p. m . Y o u r s i g n a t u r e i s y o u r
as s u ra n c e t o u s t h a t t h e t im e a p p ea rin g o n y o u r c a rd is a t ru e sta tem en t o f the a ctu al
t im e wo r ked b y y o u .
3. You a r e t o r e m a i n i n y o u r d e p a r t m e n t a r e a s u n t i l t h e 4 : 0 0 p . m . b u z z e r s o u n d s
if y o u d o n o t ch o o s e t o t ake ad van t age o f t h e was h - u p p erio d .
4. P l e a s e s e e y o u r s u p e rv is o r i f y o u h av e an y q u e s t io n s .

EXHIBIT 3
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ployee had to be secured as well as by
the various levels in supervision. After
the beginning date had been decided,
and well in advance of that date, meetings were held for supervisors and the
plan thoroughly reviewed. The instructions shown in Exhibit 2 were put out
in printed form for each supervisor
(there were similar but not identical
instructions for office supervisors).
Acceptance of the new procedure
by the employee was perhaps even
more important than acceptance by
supervision, because it was on their
shoulders we were placing responsibility. It was not only a matter of fairly
and honestly reporting actual time
worked for payroll purposes. In addition, our allocation of direct labor costs
was affected as this would be made
from the information supplied by each
employee. Further, certain ground
rules had to be established. An appeal
to each person's sense of honor would
need to be made from top management. The notice and form embodied
in Exhibit 3 were given to all factory
employees in ample time prior to the
beginning of the plan.
Similar instructions were issued to
office employees and our president sent
a personalized letter to each employee
as final preparation in the inauguration
of the plan. His letter read as follows:
Mr. John Doe:
Next week will, we hope, be the lest week
in which you will use time clocks. After the
holidays, when you return, all time clocks will
be eliminated.
J U L Y , 1956

We would like to eliminate individual time
cards, but Government regulations require
that records be maintained.
Upon YOU will depend the success of this
practice. This is the honor system. You can
make it or you can break it. Because of our
confidence in you, we know that you, as
part of the organization, will make this
change a success.
New Castle Products, Inc.

Now, after more than two years,
there is no one in the organization who
would go back to the old clock cards.
The new procedure has reduced payroll preparation time by 50 per cent
and, in turn, has reduced personnel required. It has reduced tardiness and
even those who always got in "just
under the wire" feel a pride and are
now on time. It has made for more
orderly leaving the plant at quitting time. No rushing to see who can
get to the clock to ring out first and
be on his way home.
The labor cards are placed in convenient racks in various departments
and each employee fills in his record
for the day. At the end of the week
these cards are removed from the rack
by the foreman in charge who signs
them and, in turn, presents them to

TARDINI LSS REPORT
Dat e

.....................

A. M .

P. M. . . . . . .

.........

RE ASON:

E mpl oye e 's Signature

EXHIBIT 4
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the payroll department and receives
the payroll checks for cards turned
in. If other checks are desired he signs
a separate slip for those. The foreman
distributes checks to the employees in
his department during the last hour of
the day, passing among them and giving each his check.
Benefits —Expected and Unexpected

There are a surprising variety of advantages to the present procedure. If
an employee is late, he is required, as
per instructions, to fill out a tardiness
report (Exhibit 4) and we find that
this makes him more self- conscious
about lateness, as these reports are
compiled in the personnel department
and reports made to the foreman. They
have had much more effect on the employees than just ringing in late on a
clock card.
The removal of time clocks has
eliminated entirely the necessity of
comparing a clock card and a labor
card for discrepancies. This is particu-
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arly true where overtime is involved
and had, in the past, to be referred
back to the foreman for verification.
Also, we have a better record for the
allocations of our direct labor cost
than was ever before thought possible.
All computations are on the face of the
weekly labor card which has been
shown as Exhibit 1. This has made
for simplification over the old clock
card and daily labor ticket method.
One of the greatest benefits has been
the employee morale factor as this plan
has taken from the employee that
"regimented feeling."
The saying has been going around
now for some time, "When something
has been done a particular way for ten
years, it is a pretty good sign, in these
changing times, that it can be done a
better way." This is "more truth than
poetry." We need to examine each
operation whether office or factory at
least once a year to determine whether
or not it is necessary and whether we
are doing it the best possible way.

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

ZetterstoikeEditor
W H E N YOU NEED DY N AM I T E, TRY
A ON E -LINE REPORT

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A C C O U N T I N G R E P O R T S have to meet competition for attention at every level. Our
rivals may be pressu re of produ ction on a
harassed foreman or the careful planning
of an advertising brochure which for the
moment is getting the attention and
thought of top management. Or it may
be industrial relations at union contract renewal time of year. A host of critical
around -the- calendar problems
tend
to
crowd out the routine, unattractive, but
vital, accounting reports from the attention
which they should receive. The neat 14column sheet of figures just has not got
a chance. We ma y ha ve work ed diligently
on it - and have an important conclusion
clearly indicated as the result of subtracting Column 14 from Column 11 —but, alas,
this goes unnoticed. The logical conclusion to this situa tion is the imperative, "get
attention somehow if you want to get ac-

tion". Bu t how?
Try this approach. Send the shop superintendent a note reading, "The good profit
on Job 1000, Job 1020 and Job 1033 will
all be lost by Job 1029" . Pick out good
jobs he knows about and in which he
takes pride. Send just that line and wait
for the phone to ring. Or send the vice president in charge of sales a note saying,
"T he back -log will expire at 10:30 A.M.
on January 14." Or send a cheery note
to the top man himself saying, "If the
trend of last month continues, we will
show a net loss for the year of $52,792.34 ".
If things are not that bad, put it in reverse, "W e wil l make $19,433.82 less this
year if the trend set last month continu es ".
These, of course, are conclusions from
J U L Y , 1956

the reports you are ready to present. Reports are the detail to your brief leading
messages. You ha ve u sed the techniqu e of
the newspaper. The first paragraph usually
tells results. Human curiosity wants to
know causes —more about who, what,
when, where a nd why or how. Supervisors
or executives will rea ct as any other reader
would.
Any attempts of the sort described to
attract attention to particular reports will
"wear thin" if they should ever turn out
to be cries of "Wolf! Wol f!" For that
reason, it is extremely important that the
report completely substantiate the eye catching caption.
The present trend in reporting is "to
begin each report with a summary," according to N.A.C.A. Research Series No.
28, "in order that the recipient may obtain the gist of the report without reading the entire report. If the complete report is read, reading time is reduced and
comprehension improved by knowing the
nature of the contents in advance." This
is the key to human relations in report
writing — consideration of the reader. Accountants have a captive audience, yet you
cannot make a person read. It is necessary
to inspire reading. It is when we put
enough impact into ou r reports that we a re
really fulfilling our job of accumulation,
interpretation and communication of financial data. Any form or media of attention getting we can utilize to ma ke ou r reports
more interesting will work in this direction.
The conclusion of a prepared report,
whether sent in advance or submitted as the
first item, sets off a series of questions
as to causes a nd carries the reader into the
report. The one -line report can get attention, even interest, perhaps action. It
can be dynamite!
BURNS DENDY
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ARE YOU A STRANGER IN YOUR
OWN HOME?

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
Industrial

accountants

spend

probably

more than one -half of their waking hours
in what amounts to a second home, the
plant they work in. Yet many are almost
total strangers there. just to give an example of wha t I mea n, let us ma ke a n ob.
jective test to determine how familiar we
are with the plant we work in, its personnel, its problems, and its product, by considering the following questions:
I. Do you make a tour or even short visit
through the manufacturing portion of
the plant at least once or twice a
week?
2. Do you know most of the foremen who
have charge of the products about
which you are concerned in your accounting work?
3. Do you know by name several or more
of the factory workers?
4. If you had occasion to spend a couple
of hours in the factory one day, would
many of the workers ask one another,
"Who is this guy ?"
S. When you go to the foreman and ask
questions about cost problems, does he
answer guardedly, as if you were a spy?
6. Are you familiar enough with the manu.
facturing process to guide a tour of
visitors through and explain the operations?
7. Do you know what the foreman would
like to get from the accounting department?
8. Do you admit tha t the accuracy of the
material you handle is more dependent
on the ability of the first -line supervision to report accurately what takes
place than your care in extending a
number to four decimal places?
9. Do you really understand words used
to describe your product, its components, and manufacturing processes?
10. Do shop people frequently call you to
get information they need?
If you can honestly answer in a way to
indicate basic familiarity more than five of
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these questions, you are either an industrial
accountant in a small company or you are
a relatively well - informed accountant in a
large company. In short, many of us get
so wrapped up in our own small area of
operations that we forget that accounting
—even cost accounting —is not an end in
itself, that the profit, which is the real
motive force of the whole enterprise, is
made by value added, i.e., by converting
materials from one condition to a more
valuable one, by the addition of labor.
We ma y sometimes think that, without our
efforts this profit could not result. But
what we really mean is that, without our
efforts, the profit created by value added
by manufacture might be partly dissipated
by indirect operations.
That makes more sense. When cost accountants realize that their bread and butter is the man on the machine and begin
finding out more about what he does and
why he does it, then they will begin to do
a really effective job for the company.
Criticism may be especially aimed at accountants of large orga nizations who often
remain so far removed from the sources of
their information that they find themselves
dealing with entirely unreal figures which
they "toss around" and rearrange to the
benefit of no one in particular. The accountant must learn to tie up the facts
along with the figures.
Let us stop being strangers in our own
home. Let us go into the shop so often
that we are recognized there, not as
strangers but as part of the team— specialists, who contribute a technical type of
labor which helps to improve and retain
the real profits created by the part of the
team which runs the machines and converts
the goods. I promise you that, if you do,
you will do a better job and will also
enjoy it more.
MAURICE F. LA BRIE
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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Performance Budgeting and Unit
Cost Accounting for Governmental
Units
Administrative Uses of Performance
Budgets
Municipal Finance OJjcerr Association of the
U . S. & Canada, 1313 E. 60th St., Chicago
37, Ill., May 1954, 19 pp., $1.00.

A pamphlet presentation, there are here
published several papers in the title areas.
They are "How to Initiate a Performance
Budget Program" by Frank A. Lowe, "Operation Analysis —The Basis for Performance
Budgeting" by Orin K. Cope, and "Accounting and the Performance Budget" by
Joseph M. Cunningham —all with respect
to municipalities. The presentation is its
publisher's "Accounting Publication Series
No. 11 -2 ".

tional requirements, character of work, and
pay and advancement prospects. A 1954
survey of women accountants is relied on
for a portion of the information and a
broad picture of women accountants is developed from it.
Salesmanship-Helping Prospects Buy
C. A. Kirkpatrick, Soutb- Western Publishing
Co., 2nd Edition, 1956, 631 pp., $5.30.

Of recent years, accountants have interested
themselves in costing for the order - getting
function. Here is a comprehensive book on
that function. It describes the selling job almost minutely and in its principal variants,
i.e., field and store selling but with emphasis on the former. "T he salesman and his
time" is dealt with in a section of the chapter entitled, "Managing Himself ", which
also ha s a section on "records ".

Reporting Back

Business Law

Management Publications Limited, 8 Hi l l S t.,
London W 1, England.

Ronald A. Anderson and Walter A . Kumpf,
South - Western Publishing Co., Fifth Edition,
1956, 950 pp., $6.25.

A report of the grou ps of you ng ma na gers
attending the Universities of Cincinnati and
Syracuse under the auspices of the Mu tu a l
Security Agency, 1951 -1953, there are included here discussions of what wa s fou nd
in the American scene. The principal headings of these discussions are management,
production, distribution, finance, labor, and
education and training. Material of most
interest to the industrial accountant appears
in the section relating to finance but by no
means exclusively there.

One of the standard works in the field of
commercial law, the present work has chap.
ters on contracts, agency, employment, negotiable instruments, personal property, bailments (a s when the cobbler has possession
of your shoes for repair), transportation,
sales, insurance, surety and guaranty, partnerships, corporations, real property, mortgages, leases, trusts and estates, bankruptcy,
and business torts and crimes.

Articles
Employment Opportunities for
Women in Professional Accounting
U . S. Department of Labor, Government
Printing OAce, Wash. 23, D. C., 1953, 40
PP., $.20.
Both describing the field and indicating to
what extent it is open to women (with emphasis on favorable opinion), this pamphlet
goes into some particular as to the educaJ U L Y , 1956

Tentative Statement of Cost Con cepfs Underlying Reports for Management Purposes
Committee on Cost Concepts and Standards
of the American Accounting Association, Accounting Review, April 1956.

An exploratory endeavor to set down costing principles which will apply in the
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SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
THE ARTHUR YOUNG JOURNAL, April 1956 (Arthur Young & Co., 165 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.)
Problems Relating to Manufacturers. Charles H. Friedrich.
A Case Study in Dollar LIFO Valuation. Ralph M. Hogan.
CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT, May 1956 (Chartered Accountants
Building, 69 Bloor St. East, Toronto 5, Ontario, Canada, single copy $.50)
Hospital Budgeting Under Government Health Insurance. Glyn W . Myers.
An Approach to Church Accounting. A. S. Levitt.
THE COST ACCOUNTANT, May 1956 (63 Portland Place, London WI, England)
Capital Expenditure and Production Costs. W. McAfee.
COST AND MANAGEMENT, April 1956 (31 Walnut St. So., Hamilton, Ontario,
Canada, single copy $.50)
Installing a Profit Sharing Plan in Your Company. William D. W elsford.
THE FEDERAL ACCOUNTANT, November 1955 (P. O. Box 53, Washington 4, D. C.)
Long Range Financial Management Planning. Ben F. Jackson.
Evolution of Financial Management of the Bureau of the Mint.
Inventory and Merchandise Control. Nathan E. Robins.
Financial Management in Industry. Donald Browne.
THE NEW YORK CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT, May 1956 (677 Fifth Avenue,
New York 22, N. Y., single copy $.50)
*How to Start a Budget Program in an Established Company Not Used to Budgeting. Alfred O. P. Leubert.
Today's Costing Methods and Their Objectives. Lambert H. Spronck.
THE PRICE WATERHOUSE REVIEW, Marcb 1956 (Price Waterhouse & Co., 56
Pine St., New York 5, N. Y.)
Depreciation Under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. E. S. Reno.
An Appraisal of Electronic Progress. A. B. Toan, Jr.
RETAIL CONTROL, April 1956 (100 West 31st St., New York I, N. Y., single copy
$.75)
Some Aspects of Leased Departments. James J. Bliss.
Electronics As It Will Affect You. George W . Meyer.
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes on particular articles.

preparation of cost information for management, this statement is intended, first of
all, "to simulate further study and discussion of the accounting information needed
by management ". It considers "the nature
of business cost ", "costs for project planning", "costs for period planning ", and
"historical cost reports for planning and
control ". The American Accounting Association is composed primarily of college level teachers of accounting.
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The Managerial Use of Data Obtainable in Conjunction With Lifo
Myron 1. Go rd o n , T h e
Apri l 1956.

Accou n ti n g

Revi ew,

Part way of this article there appears the
assertion that "the periodic reports derived
from a standard cost system complement
'lifo', wherea s they conflict with both 'lifo'
and lower of cost or market year -end statements". The remainder of the pa per is not
simply in defense of this contention but
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PERIODICALS
AMERICAN BUSINESS, May 1956 (4660 Ravenwood Avenue, Chicago 40, Illinois,
single copy $35)
Cost Studies in Automation. John L. Marley.
BUSINESS BUDGETING, April 1956 (National Society for Business Budgeting, The
Andrew Jergens Co., 2535 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati 14, Ohio)
Techniques in Budgetary Follow -Up. A. L. Rudell, J. W . Malone, W . E. Dwyer,
and C. W . Jones.
Need Cost Reduction? Here's How to Start. Kenneth L. Block.
The Philosophy of Budgeting. F. W. Anderson.
What Management W ants from Budget. Henry G. LyUen.
A Constant Reminder of the Cost of "Fringe Benefits." Charles E. Hooten.
BUSINESS WEEK, (McGraw -Hill Publishing Co., 330 W . 42nd St., New York, N. Y.)
*Ap ril 28, 1956. That's Why Companies Go for Cash Forecasts.
*May 5, 1956. Reports —A Problem of Digestion.
COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION, February 1956 (Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 513
Avenue of Americas, New York 21, N. Y., single copy $1.25)
The Planning Behind the IBM 702 Installation at Chrysler. E. Lindstrom.
The Function of Automatic Programming for Computers in Business Data Processing. R. J. Rossheim.
MANAGEMENT METHODS, May 1956 (141 E. 44fh St., New York 17, N. Y., single
copy $.50)
How to W in Active Employee Support for an Electronics Program. Wesley S.
Bagby.
Management Can Understand Operations Research. Operations Research Instituf e.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT NEWS, May 1956 (146 Bates Road, Montreal 8, Canada,
single copy $35)
How Punched Card Accounting Reduces Office Costs at John Labatt's Ltd.
J. H. Moore.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, May 1956 ( 132 West Chelton Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.,
single copy $.50)
Preparing for Electronics. Robert D. Armstrong.
SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES QUARTERLY, May 1956 (Box 281, W all Street Station, New York, N. Y., single copy $1.00)
Functional Accounting— Number One Problem of Management. P. H. Hutchinson. Man: Technician or Architect of Management? Norman A. Coen.
Systems
Is Conventional Tabulating Equipment in the Twilight Zone? Charles E. Spring.
Distribution Cost Control and Analysis. Prof. Thomas A. McGann.
*Further mentioned in accompanying notes on particular articles.

elaborates in a positive way on the implications of the article title.
How to Start a New Budget Program in an Established Company
Not Used to Budgeting
Albert 0 . P. Leubert, New York Certified
Public Accountant, May 1936.
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An experience based paper in the small company area, this article is concerned with
the technique of initiating and maintaining
a budget in situations in which either part
of the endeavor can prove both burdensome
and fruitless if not well handled. The presentation extends to reporting under the
budget.
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Management and Industrial Accounting in Western Europe
Everett I. Mann, Accounting Review, April
1956.

A many- sided —and interesting — article, the
section particularly devoted to industrial
accounting practices notes at the start the
absence of status for accountants and the
(perha ps) excess of statu s for the engineer
who "tends to think only in terms of production". This is only one of a nu mber of
barriers to management accounting, rather
clearly (and somewhat discouragingly) de.
scribed.
Reports — A Problem of Digestion
Burinett Week, May 5, 1956.

Attention is drawn in this survey to the
varying needs as to reports, of individuals
who are company presidents. Some of
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these are na med, including a few who want
a volume of data and a few who wish to
be spared just this. Methods of report improvement are also dealt with.
That's Why Companies Go for Cash
Forecasts
Businef.r Week, April 28, 1956.

Of recent years, the type of bu dget which
assists in maintaining control of operations
has outstripped in publicity the kind of
budget (they are a sort of cousin) which
forecasts how the company will stand as to
money in the bank and related matters in
coming periods. With an economic crest
possibly at hand, the latter budget is receiving new emphasis, as this survey article
attests. Intermixed in the presentation are
citations of company practice and reminders
of factors involved.
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3vr Varhffarxatiolr
THE CENTRAL ASPECTS OF INTEGRATED DATA PROCESSING
for the present
THESE
PARAGRAPHS
month are built arou nd one of the recent
books which seeks to get across to the
general reader the substance of the topic
which is variously identified by the terms
(each designation is one handle of it)
electronic computers, automation in the
office, and integrated data processing. The
book to be dealt with is Office Work and
Automation by Howard S. Levin, published this spring by John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16 , New
York, ($ 4.50 ). It is a 200 -page 5 -chapter work of readable text, illustrated by
charts and tables pretty well spaced and
not unduly complicated.
Order of Topics
In short, it is an invita tion into its very
popular topic, especially for those (of
whom the writer of these words is one)
who are a good deal confused by it and
a little afraid of it as possibly requiring
of the accountant, for understanding, some
new aptitude or skill or a more- than -human concentration of present aptitudes and
skills. Even Mr. Levin's chapter titles do
not entirely dispel these feelings. They a re
clear and direct, yet they, unavoidably
perhaps, have that momentous ring characteristic of description of "new horizons,"
which is both appealing and frightening.
These titles are, "New Tools for the Office," "A Common Language," "Electrons
for the Office," "The Businessma n and the
Scientist" and "A Changing Office." But
there are only five of them and there is not
a hard word in a ny, unless it is "electron."
This is characteristic of the book as a
whole. It is, so to speak, ready for the
reader.
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Further, although such a work as this
is intended for normal straight- through
reading, there are other avenues of approach and initial appraisal by those who
may fear getting swamped in a first chapter,
however low - pressure the start may be.
Most of u s are relucta nt to repea t this devastating experience too often for, however
much we cover up our failure to proceed
by alleging lack of time, the excuse wears
thin, even to ourselves. However, one little- informed reader's progression from the
jacket and preface of this volume through
the subheadings which appear with cha pter
titles in the contents was so satisfactory that
it led to an index test. This consisted of
look ing up in the pa ges at the close of the
volume page references under such familiar
words as "accounting," "information," "office work" and "procedures." When, also,
"common language," "computers" (in part),
"feed back," "five- channel tape," "operations
research," and "progra mming" had been
trea ted in the same way, there wa s enough
confidence to inspire normal reading.
What the Reader Already Knows
Before indicating further what will be
found in doing so, the prospective reader
(of this or any like book) should be reminded of his advantages. No industrial
accountant goes into the subject of data
processing— electronic, integrated, or otherwise— "cold." To use another figure, he
does not show up dry and thirsty at the
fountain of information and there is no
reason to allow himself to feel that he does,
nor would an a uthor wish him to. Data is
transaction information — sales, wage payments, purchases, etc., etc. Processing is
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computation, recording (or reta ining), and
reporting of quantity or dollar totals. Integration is accomplishing the processing
without interruption—or with fewest interruptions —from transaction to summary (or
detailed) record (or repository) and report, by machines under a pre -set program
of instructions.
This becomes an even more familiar pattern if it is a cknowledged tha t, to the present, there needs to be some form of initia l
record, be it only a telegram from a branch
office which turns into a punched card a nd
then a listing or summarization a t head office. Well, for years, we've been getting results beyond the initial operation, whether
that be pressu re with a pencil on a pa d interleaved with carbon or passing a document under a photo - electric eye —and the
insertion of a punched card into a tabu latory machine has rendered it commonplace
that the automatic sequence of operations
can extend to computations and combination of data. Electronic data processing is
more of the same.
It is particularly important, also, not to
let the word data be made an imposing
term. All that a business can do, of its very
nature, is to accomplish transactions. All
that it can possibly record, analyze and
study are transactions. Pew, if any, data
which are produced fail to represent accounting transactions or qualitative or quantitive descriptions of them. The data which
can be electronically produced in an integrated manner may be amazingly complete
and instantaneous under effective setups
bu t it is likely to be fairly characterized as
accounting information, excluding only such
information as may come from research
external to operations.
An Indication of Reading Quality
To retu rn to Mr. Levin's work, the chapter plan and general extent has clearly been
indicated, with a suggestion as to wa ys of
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becoming familiar with a book in a n unfa miliar area. One further general comment
should be made as to contents. This is that,
beyond application of computers to office
routines in processing information of a
character regularly developed, portions of
the work point the way towa rd a more distant horizon — problem solving. This is the
area of operations research, which avails
itself of the mathematical abilities of electronic computers to propose that management attempt to solve in a quantitative way
problems which to da te, have been impractical of solution because they contained so
many variables.
Treatment of operations research is a
plus for the industrial accountant. It is important, may become more so, but, right
now, utilization of electronic equipment
in data processing routines concerns him
a good deal more. In this connection
how does Mr. Levin's prose read? Will it
carry the average interested reader through,
without bewilderment? Difficult as it may
be to illustrate this, there is chosen for a
sample rea ding here, one passage, in order
to disclose what it wou ld be to just "read
along." The pages from which the selection is taken (99 -100) deal with programming "a specific problem (sales commission
computations) . . , for a stored - program
general- purpose computer." The quotation
is as follows:
"Computer planning requires different
techniques found in the office. While programming is a technical specialty, a general
understanding of the programmer's work
will be useful to managers concerned with
the broader aspects of computer application. To examine programming further, we
consider how a specific problem might be
programmed for a stored - program general purpose computer. Our example deals with
payment of sales commissions.
"Assume that a commission paid on total
sales is computed for each salesman as
follows:
10% on the first $100 of sales each day
25% on sales in excess of $100.
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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If salesmen's remuneration is based on
flat rates such as these, the data processing involved is rather direct. To illustrate
the flexibility of computers, let us assume
one exception to the commission rule. As a
consideration for selling higher - priced merchandise, a reduction is made in the amount
that must be sold before the higher commission rate applies. In particular, the
amount by which the average price of merchandise sold exceeds $10 is subtracted
from the $100 to fix the amount on which
the lower commission applies.
"General- purpose computers process such
a problem through a routine, or chain of
machine instructions. The routine directs the
computer through each step of commission
calculation. This routine is not prepared directly from the statement of how salesmen
are compensated. Rather, it evolves from
a series of charts which explore in progressive detail the logical organization of the
problem. Figure 15 on page 83 represents
one level of charting. The charts leading to
preparation of a computer routine require
considerably more detail. The first stage is
preparation of a computer diagram wh'ch
shows the sequence of operations required
for the problem. This is followed by a
computer chart which details all of the
arithmetic and logical steps required for the
data- processing operations. Each step the
computer is to perform must be indicated
on the flow chart. The machine has no
means of guessing what is intended. An
example of a computer diagram for the
salesman's commission example is shown in
Figure 19. The flow chart for this example
is sketched in Figure 20."
Self- Education In Electronics
It is not a n entirely ea sy ma tter to know
just how to carry out a program of self education in advanced methods of making
initial record of transactions and background
detail and storing and producing at will
useful information. There a re a variety of
ways to go about it. There are articles,
both introductory and descriptive, in busi-
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ness periodicals. There are articles in scientific periodicals. There are manufacturers'
literature and instruction services. There are
concentrated courses at colleges. There a re
professional group discussions. And there
are books which attempt to give a picture
which will not ha ve the unintended duplication and unevenness of treatment which
chance use of the other sou rces ma y enta il.
The books too (as any of the authors
would most readily concede) have their
limitations. One man's judgment of the best
way to reduce integrated data processing to
relative simplicity for broadest usefulness
is subject to the defects which any project
may have, no matter how skillfully performed. It is, in part, a matter of timing.
What, right now, may be assumed to be
general knowledge to be passed over
lightly? Wha t is intrinsically difficult and
must be spelled out? Wha t is the most important information to clarify at the present? Nevertheless, these shortcomings admitted, it is helpful to any industrial accou nta nt, who wishes to feel tha t his stu dy
of integrated data processing has touched
all important points, to make his choice
of the most useful book for the purpose
and to read it stu diously along lines which
have been suggested. How long does it
take to read with normal benefit a two hundred page book on a technical subject?
Well, no -one can answer that for another.
However, supposing the rate to be something like twenty pa ges an hour, it is quite
likely that ten hours could be well -spent in
this way. The yield would be, not only a
degree of understanding but also a solid
point of reference.
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